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WHY YOU SHOULD INSURE

WAITED.

CO.,

PUBLISHING

PORTLAND

UNION MUTUAL

some experience preferred). Also,
a smart young man to take care

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

of Horses and
W'agon.

the delivery

run

apr20d3t

Wanted.

A

POSITION

as

The best

of

head waiter in a summer hotel.
Address
references given.

FRANK B. SHERMAN, Bangor Exchange, Bangor,
ap20 d9t
Me.

CANVASSERS
Stock.

Any
Nursery
ennsucceed. Libtive intelligent
WANTED
For
address
eral salaries to successful
to sell

man
men.

GLENN BROTHERS
square, Boston, Mass.

ac-

terms,

ELY, 18

&

Pemberton

ap$.dS&W&w4wl5

PARASOLS
and

M UMBRELLAS
are

PARTNER in a first class Manufacturers’
Business, who has got $2000 and can devote
his whole time to the business, can get in one of the
best paying businesses in the State. Orders enough
on hand to last one year.
Goods sold for cash, Address at once, real name,
Post Office Box 1433, Portland, Me.
dlw*
apl9

A

Clerk Wanted.

Drug:

BOY 1G to 18 years of age; honest, intelligent
Adand active, to learn the Drug business.
dress immediately P. O. Box 678.
aprl8d6t

A

BAKER WANTED.

dlw

Wanted.
PARTS’ with $300 to take
inJPortland
of a branch of a Boston Manufacturing
House. To an enterprising man it is an opportunity to realize a handsome income and without risk.
For particulars address E. P. WORKS, 72 Water

charge

A

sntf

WALL PAPERS.
SPRIM OPEMUG.
grades

All

_

of

apl7dlw*

Street, Boston.

Wanted.
every county in New England,

for
our new indexed atlas of the United States
and World, with maps of every country on the face
of the globe; last census; indexed list of tewns; history of every state and territory; sells for one
third the price of other world atlases.
PERRY &
aprlGdlm
SPAULDING, 106 Court St., Boston.
in

AGENTS

WANTED.

goods

first-class buslicllcr, at 470
ALLEN & CO.
Congress St.
aplSdtf
April 14th.
A

PRICES.

AT LOW

OF PORTLAND, MAINE.

loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many
years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurance aut horities and the most prominent busiand
and professional men all over the
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.

sneod2m

mar28

ON

Steamer

City of Richmond. Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

on

^ELEGANT

a

small

Wife must be a
farm.
Address A. B., box 1983.
dtf

mar

Furnished and
between 3 and 5

State Street.

ap20__d3t

Exchange St.

at No. 89

CLOTHS

IMPORTED

To be found at No Other Establishment in this city.

Spring and Sumier Suitings,

House

COOL
shooting. Accessible from Boston and
to
Eastern R. R. Address
or

or

GEO. E.

and

Of Exquisite

BIRD,

Exchange St., Portland,

apr20d2w

Maine

apply

Me.

Store to Let.
No. 47 Free St., now occupied by S. T.
Soule & Co. Possession given May 1st. Apply
to C. A. WESTON, 45 Free Street.
ap20dtf

STORE

for rfyt.

PANTALOONINGS
Patterns

the Shore,

on

To Lei, by the Month or Summer,
or For Sale.
location.
Bathing, boating, fishing and

The Noblest Ever Exhibited.

^

unfurnished,
Apply
P. M., or at 143
at

No. 92 Park Street Block.

Eohling,

Splendid

quality,

Light Overcoatings,
Excelling all others in Texture and
Finish.

Tower part of House in the
part of the city, pleasantly situated and conveniently
arranged. Inquire at
40 EXCHANGE STREET.
ap!7 ___dH
To Tet.
Up stairs tenement in new house, Ocean street,
Woodfords Ccr. On line of horse cars, d rooms.
Sun all day. Delightful scenery, modern improve
H. T.

apl5dlw*

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most Just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the

Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend addithe
amount
to
sum
tions thereto,
insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
death

ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!
President.
JOHN F. DR WITT,
OUR

DANIEL SHARP. Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

FOR SATE.
DESIRABLE residence pleasantly

Goods Ever
situated in
Falmouth within ten minutes walk of Post
A
aud
school house, and
Office, Store, depot, church
Displayed in this city.
direct road from Portland to Yarmouth. 'Hie
Richest

on

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

property consists of a good story and half
containing six rooms, in first class condition.
A

and soft water.

Exchange
°

mar25

Street.
sneodiroos

BT CS1N0

Cora, Wart k Bunion Solvent.
Kntirely barm less; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. War#. Bunions and cations
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each hot lie.
erCURE IS G UAIt.iyTEEA.UBl

JAMES A. ANDERSON,
R. EMMERTON
Portlacd.

IN

on

bjf all Drugginw.
Price 35
thousands
Try it and you will he oonviueed like
value.
who nave used it and now testify to Its
Wart
and
Com
Nchlottcrbeck’*
for
jltfk
Solvent and take no other.

nov28___SDdrf
BUSINESS CARDS.
FRESCO PAINTERS.
.Yiaiket Wqnare. Portland.
Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
lea
13

$><:.<,k.

ffirndeh,

No. 37 Plum Street.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty, at Lowes; Market

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s Wharf,
MAINK.

PORTLAND,

ap!5dtf

Orders received by telephone.

FIRST ARRIVAL
OF

NEW CROP RARBADOES

MOLASSES.
PENN.
) Now limiting
Iral Wharf,
a4 TIEBCEN,
“Althea.”
BBEN.
IO

•A«r

nl
tx

CenNcbr.

j

GEO. $. HUNT & CO.,
Commercial Street.
mliSU
Ill

___

_

Til E ERICSSON CAEORIC

PEMPJNG engine,
method
BimDle and most

.lave.

Cireulam

apl7codlm

on

tho

For Sale in Deering.

Corner of Ocean and Reed streets, a
Fine Bnilding Lot, 180x140 feet. Cedar
hedge, shade trees, sidewalk, on line
of horse cars. Terms liberal. Inquire
of John C. Proctor, 93 Exchange street.
Apl6
_ood2w

FOR SALE.
bouse, No. 89 Pleasant St., 10 rooms,
Ba b r>om, Sebago water, gas and furnace, all
in good order, to be sold at a bargain. Apply to
LEWIS O’BKION, on the premises.

BKICK

easily managed

aPphcatmn.KE

FOR SALE.

belpnging to tbe late D. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading, from South
Windham to Windham HiU, one mile from Gambo
P. O. R. E. Station, will be sold at a bargain. Small
payment required, balance can stand with mortgage

THE

& CQ
General New England Agents,
30 Oliver Street, Boston.

eo

dtf

H

land,
time. Said
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
lands; tbe buildings are a goed two story bouse with
ell, wood and carriage house with large barn, all in
Will be sold with farm, a good
good condition.
For further particulars,
stock of Farming Tools.
M.
of
JOHN
ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
inquire
d&wtf
aprl
on

acres

OF NEW YORK

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

INSURE

water borne.

soon as

Premiums

Lawn

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

ana many
to lawns, also
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
the lawn as a play ground at any and all
dren

Superphosphates

$5,627,021 57

Premiums.

ASSETS,"

$13,165,466.40.
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Peb. 7,1882.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

40 FJSR CEBIT.
Paid in Thirty Days
After Proof.

Losses

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

166 FORE ST.

PORTLAND:

MUNGER,

J. W.

ADVERTISEMENTS

CITY

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Books and Stationery
PROPOSALS will be received bv the

SEALED
undersigned
for
12

until April 2i-’d, A. D. 1882, at
furnishing the city with Blank Books,
M,
articles for the different deand
other
Stationery
re-

partments of the city. A list of the articles
quired will be furnished by calling on the City
Clerk. The right is reserved to reject any or all
bids that are not for the interest of the city,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
apl 7dtd

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’ Pianos,
indorsed by ANNit LOUiSE CARY.
Also ft choice stock of

using

ryTry it and you will use uo other.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
<
|j3Br*Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & WhitW. C. Sawyer & Co.’s No. 7
Market
Square,
ney’s,
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 40
and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
Union Street,
Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
Commercial Street,

POKTI-ANB,

ME.

__dtt
mbsTlInusT belcher cure,
mli20

Made from

an

Indian

receipt.

cure

FEMALE

was

alleged.

The Peruvian Company.

Washington, April 21.—The House committee on foreign affairs have decided to hear exAfter Mr.
secretary Blaine Monday next.
Blaine’s testimony the committee will examine
Robert E., a brother of Representative Randall, of Pennslyvania arid Mr. Bliss of the
firm of Morton, Bliss & Co., who have been
subpcenaed to appear. It is the decided opinion among the committee that after hearing
the gentlemen named the Shipherd investigation case will be speedily terminated.
Commissions Signed by the President.
The President has signed the following comAmerica.

Ivory Lord, Collector of

ity report.
A Republican Caucus.
The Republican Senators met in caucus this
The
morning to rearrange the committees.
resignation of Mr. Teller having left the chairmanship of the committee on Pensions vacant
the subject was referred to the committee
which framed the list of committees at the
The Chinese
commencement of the session.
bill was also the subject of some remarks duitaken upwas
no
action
but
ing the meeting,
on it before the eaucus adjourned.
Democratic Finance Committee.
The Board of Conirol of the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee has appointed the following “Finance Committee:”
Hon. H. G. Davis of West Virginia, Chairman
W. W. Corcoran of Washington, I). C., August Belmont of New York, Augustus Schell
of New York, C. W. Crice of Ohio, George T.
Maryee of California, Hon. J. E. McDonald of
Indiana, Hon. M. N. Nolan of New York, H.
E. Packer of Pennsylvania, Wm. It. Travers
of New York, Gen. W. H. Franklin of Connecticut, J. L. D. Morrison of Missouri, L. G.
Garretson of New York, Hon. Alex. Mitchell
of Wisconsin and Hon. Lewis Beoch of New
York, A. J. Vanderpool, Abram S. Hewitt of
New York, J. W. Singleton of Mississippi, J.
B.
Phil.
Hon.
S. Barbour of Virginia.
Thompson of Kentucky was added to the board
of control and selected as its secretary.

Heavy Damages.
in tlie Kilbouru
trial and the case given to the jury at 2o’clock.
of >1C ),0C0
a
verdict
with
At 7 they returned
damages for plaintiff. Notice of a motion for
new trial was given.
Miscellaneous.
statement made
The
yesterday by MrBlaine that ho intends to leave shortly for Europe is the foundation, probably, for the rumor
that he is to supersede Lowell.
The cabinet today considered a new petition
from Fitz John Porter for relief from the senThe petition was
tence of the court martial.
referred to the Secretary of War.

Arguments

mmwmhi.

SAMEL

TBKTffl,

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

sep29

lECEiVEB.

JEST
A

Large lot of very choice
designs for

STAMPING,
—

AT

FAIRWEATHER’S,

MISS

SO. 8 ELM STREET.

mli30_iltf
mmamm

i

Customs at Saco,

Maine.
William H. Sargent, Collector of Customs
at Castine, Maine.
Horace N. Trumbull, Collector of Customs
at Stonington, Conn.
William L. Scruggs, Minister to Bolivia.
C. C. Andrews, Consul General to Rio De
Janeiro.
Relief for tne Koagers.
Secretary Folger to-day telegraphed Lieutenant M. A. Healey, commanding revenue
steamer Corwin at San Francisco as follows:
“Proceed with revenue steamer Corwin to
Cape Sirdze, Arctic ocean, and bring away the
them to
crew of steamer Rodgers and convey
St. Michaels, Ounolaska or Sitka as may be
most judicious; then continue cruising in exeThe Corwin
cution of department orders.”
will probably start Monday.
The Silver Question.
Tha minority ol the committee cm banking
and currency will report inTarvor oi
iDg the coinage of tiro sutuoarU eviror dollar at
the present weight. They will take the ground
that the coinage should be continued, notwithstanding the threatened loss of gold to the
country by export, and will urge that since the
foreign commerce of this country is only 7 per
cent of its total commerce, the remaining 93
hamper cent inland commerce should not be
pered by the adoption of the single gold standThe minority of the committee are of
ard.
the opinion that neither of the parties in Congress will approve by their votes of the major-

fliiMIui

THE

IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

were

completed

POLITICAL.
Oregon Republicans in Convention—Congressman George Nominated for Governor.

Portland, Ore., April 21.—The Republican
State Convention yesterday made the followFor Congressman, M. C.
ing nominations:
George; Governor, F. B. Moody; Secretary of
State, R. E. Earhart; Treasurer, E. G. Hurset; Superintendent of Public Instruction, E.
M. MoElroy; Supreme Judge, W. P. Lord;
State Printer, W. H. Byers. The platform, in
addition to the usual clauses regarding economy of administration, education and legislative control of corporations, declares the Haiwaiian reciprocity treaty an imposition on the
government and people, and should be abrogat
ed; deplores the assassination of President
Garfield; regards the President’s veto of the
Chinese bill as unwise and unjust, and condemns the policy which prompted it as opposed
to the principles of the Republican party, as
expressed in the platform of the last National
Republican Convention, and demands that
the representatives of Oregon in Congress
shall persist in advocating the restriction of
Chinese

Murray & Lanman’s
FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH

and HANDKERCHIEF.

times.

142 & 144

No Metropolitan Police for Boston.
Boston, April 21.—In the legislature to-day
the House refused by a two thirds vote to order to its third reading the bill providing for
The new
metropolitan police for this city.
and Burpolice commissioners, Jenks, Wales
leigh, took possession of their office to-day.
The Somerville Murder.
who murdered his
Edward R. Prescott,
mother-in law, Mrs. Kussell, on Thursday, was
brought into the police court in Somerville*
this forenoon, and the case was continued until Monday, May 1, Prescott in the meantime
being committed to the Cambridge jail. He
was represented by his nephew, Mr. Mathews.
Prescott fully realizes what he has done, hut
is a broken down old man. He repeated this
morning that he had often of late asked to be
put in the asylum, “but,” he said, “they were
one day too late.
Verdict Against the Eastern Railroad.
Patrick Conlon to-day was awarded $3150
damages against the Eastern Railroad Company for injuries by the fall of a derrick while
plaintiff was in the employ of the company.
Carlessness in the construction of the derrick

immigration.

THE GALLOWS.

An all vegetable

for

WEAKNESS.

Write for testimonials. Sold by
J. W. PERKINN, Portland, Me.
nn. Lewit Packard, Agent, Winthrop, Me.
MR*. UNIM BELCHER, Randolph,
ap20d3t
MAWW.

annual meeting

Franklin Extension Silver Mining Company.
The animal meeting of the Stockholders of the
Franklin Extension Silver Mining Company, for the
election of officers and transaction of suck business
as may be legally acted upon, will be-heldatthe
office of the Secretary. Wednesday, the third day of
May, 1882, at 2 o’clock P. M.
AltDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.
aplSdtd

~T.

C.

EVANS’
and

Advertising Agency
Warehouse,
('.Mi WASHINGTON St.,

Printers’
BOUTON.

Deader in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publisher*’

owest prices

Send for estimates.

Execution of

Sindram, the New York
Murderer.

New York, April 21.—Sindram. the murderer of Mrs. Craven, was hung at 8.30 a. ni
He remainod firm until the
at the Toombs.
last. His heart stopped beating in fifteen
minutes, and he was pronounced dead at 8.48.
His neck was not broken and he died of strangulation. At midnight tho murdorer played a
game of cards with McGloin, who is to bo
huug next Friday. He exhibited the utmost
indifference to his fate and after the game of
cards slept as quietly as if innocent.
Another Murderer Hung in Arkansas.
Cincinnati, April 21.—A special reports
that Bent Taylor will be hanged at Corning,
Ark., at 1 p. m. to-day. He is in jail at CornGreat crowds are
ing, guarded by military.
in town.
A Serious Charge Against CannonNew York, April 21.—The Tribune to-morrow will publish a statement, sworn to by one
Radolph Bazin, formerly a Mormon in Utah,
in which he charges that George G. Cannon
in 1855 urged him to murder Alvin W. Babbitt
then secretary of the territory of U tah: that
Cannon told him according to the doctrines of
blood atonement practiced by the church, Babbitt must be killed, and that as Babbitt’s best
friends and a “Lcvite,” he (Razin) must do the
deed. Razin indignantly refused to commit
murder, but in the autumn of 1850 Babbitt was
killed, and Razin believes the crime was committed at Cannon’s instigation.

April

21.—Agent Tiffany,

just arrived, states the late trouble at San
Carlos agency, Arizona, was caused by sixty
renegade Indians under the leadership of Jut
Geronemo, Nachiz and Bonito. Hearing of
their presence A. D. Sterling, chief of the
San Carlos scouts, with Sagotal, an Indian
captain of scouts, went out to reconnoitre,
when both wore shot and killed by a few renegades who remained behind to cover the retreat of others.
Both men are spoken of in
the highest terms by Tiffany, who says sheir
loss will not be readily supplied.

MASSACHUSETTS.

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
m the world;
Dressing which is second to none
is food for
every article of which it is composed
worms from
earth
grass. It also eOectually drives
often so
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
manures

Loss 81800;
with their lives.
Cause
insured for 81200 in the Continental.
unknown.

Henry C. Hall, Minister Resident to Central

Marine Risks from 1st

on

Total Marine

JL

IVa

destroyed
barely escaped

missions:

January 1881, to 31st December,
1881..:.
$4,039,487 10
Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881. .. 1,587,534 47

St.
fflllE three story brick house, No. 53 Deering
Has all the modern improvements. In a desirable locality, on tho sunny side. Lot 130x37V2
feet. Also a lot of land on Cumberland Street, adjoining the above lot, 100x45 feet. Terms easy,
J. M. FIFIELD.
aplodtf
FOR SALE.
Story House and Ell, containing 6 finished
rooms, one unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 acres cf excellent garden land, besied
a number of acres of flats, water front; about 70
fruit trees in bearing; situated on the County
road, leading from Kuightville to Turner’s Island
in Cape Elizabeth, V2 mile from Portland Bridge.
John
WatFor further particulars, apply to
R. E.
son, near the premises or N. S. GARDINER,
apr7dlm
Agent, 93 Exchange St., City.

Fire in Benton.
Waterville, April 21.—The farm bnildings of Mrs. Eliza S. Fuller of Bonton wure
The inmates
by fire last night.

ATLANTIC

Farm

farm contains about 90

MAINE.

WASHINGTON.

Mutual Insurance Co.

at Eagle Creek and
Carlos.
San Francisco, April 21.—A Tucson despatch says runners from Eagle Creek say that
McMaster and six Mexicans were killed there.
A large force of Indians remain on Eaglo
Creek. Fears are entertained for the safety
of Tom Newland and wife, McMurren and
son, Lamb and son, and some other parties.
A
party from Safford-eays that at Eagle Creek
yesterday morning there were three prospectThe bodies
ors killed on the Apache road.
were warm when the troops came up with
them. The Indians destroyed freight, shot
somo horses and carried others off with them.
They also tried to set fire to the wagons. Later
news says there were ten Mexicans killed at
Eagle Creek, including MeM as tor’s wife and
children. He also stated that one of his Indian herders who was taken prisoner by Natzo
and Jub oscaped, and says that Newland,
McMurren and party aro all killed. A special
from San Carlos says Chiricahuas made a raid
in there after Loco’s band and scooped everyth) ng before them, killing twenty people so far
as heard from. There are not sufficient troops
to'protect the place.
San

LABOR TROUBLES.
Refuse to Accept a Reduction.
Cohoes, N. Y., April 21.—The spinners and
weavers in the Harmony mills have decided
not to go to work Monday, under a 10 per cent,
redaction.
Affairs at the Lawrence Mills.
Lawrence, April 21.—To-day 45 additional
weavers were employed at the Central Pacific
The places of the
a majority being strikers.
striking spinners have been filled, and the entire spinning department is now in full operation. It is authoritatively stated that the upper mill will not be opened until contemplated
changes are made.
Nail Makers’ Strike.
Fall River, April 21.—The plate makers at
the Fall River Iron Works, struck to-night for
an advance
in wages.
This will compel the
nail mill to shut down.
Boston
Longshoremen Want Higher

Wages.
The Longshoremen’s
Boston, April 21.
Union to-night voted to demand advanced
wages May 1st, conditional upon the action of
the East Boston Longshoremen's Provident
Association. The decision of the latter body
has not yet been made public. A general
Btrike would involve 1,300 men.
Marble Workers’ Strike.
The strike of marble workers in this city is
becoming general, their employers having refused to increase their pay.
Ninety struck
this morning at one shop and 2C0 more quit
to-morrow.
—

THE DOMINION.
Members of Parliament Favor Home Rule
fo:.' Ireland.
Ottawa, April 21.—In the Commons yesterday, Mr. Costigan, (Conservative) moved an
address to Her Majesty praying that a form of
self-government be granted Ireland, similar to
that enjoyed by Canada, and that clemency be
extended to persons in prison in Ireland,chargMr. Blake, leader
ed with political offences.
of the opposition, spoke in favor of home rule
for Ireland, and asserting the right of Canadians to interfere in a matter affecting millions
of their fellow subjects in Ireland. Sir John
McDonald also supported the resolutions, saying he hoped and believed they would pass the
House.

[second dispatch.]
The House sat till 3 o’clock this morning
Irish resolutions, which
finally carriod with dissent.
An Old Woman Killed by Robbers.
Quebec. April 20.—Mrs. Angers, an old woman resididing in Bedard street, St. Sauveur,
who kept a small grocery store, was foully
murdered last night.
The murderers afterward robbed the store, oven stripping the body
of nearly all its clothing.
One man, named
Xavier Metivier, has been arrested.

discussing Costigan’s
were

VT71VTATTT71—

A Jury Obtained and Sworn—Conrt Adjourned Till Tuesday.
New Haven, Ct., April 21.—In the Malley
trial this morning Chapman, chosen as the
fourth juror Wednesday, was excused at his
own request, he having formed an opinion so
it was stated, and Norris B. Mix, an ice dealer
of Hampden, was substituted, the defence announcing that their objection to him yesterday
was a mistake. The work rof fgetting the reThe panel
maining jnrors recommence!.
drawn last night was divided into 74 for the
morning session and 21 for the afternoon. At
10.30 the tenth jaror, Ransom Chatfield, a
The elevfarmer of Bethany, was obtained.
enth jurors, Robert O. Gates of Derby, was
the
twelfth
juror,
chosen at 10.55, and at 11.07
Stephen Hemingway, grocer, of East Haven,
There remained many in the
was secured.
panel. The court then adjourned to 2 p. in.,
when the jury will be impanelled and instruct-

ed, &c,
The jury

this afternoon and the
indictments against the prisoners read bv the
then adjourned till
Court
clerk of court.
Tuesday when the taking of testimony will bewere sworn

gin.
BOILER
One

Man

EXPLOSION.

Killed land a

Mill Badly

Damaged.
Claremont, N. H., April 21.—At the Sugar
River paper mill at oue o’clock this morning,
an explosion of a
rotary boiler occurred, killing tone man and (.scalding several others
The machinery was badly damaged,
badly.
and the south wing to the mill almost totally
wrecked, while the whole mill is terribly shattered.
A later dispatch says Warren E. Whitney,
the machine lender, was found in the ruins,
and died half an hour after from his injuries.
Tho boiler was
No one else was injured.
Tho loss on the
blown 30 feet into the river.
mill will probably reach $20,COO.
_

___

Particulars of tho Death of Gen. Hurlbut.
New York, April 21.—A Lima letter states
that up to the morning of his death (March 27)
Minister Hurlbut was in the best of health, and
intended leaving on the 6tli of April for home.
He was suddenly seized with intense pain in the
heart, and fell to the door, just after rising in
His family immediately surthe morning.
Ho was placed upon a bed,
rounded him.
whore be momentarily recovered consciousexclamation
being, “God bless
ness, bis first
you all! I am dying; oh, my heart!” A few
more disjointed phrases were all he uttered,
then a sharp convulsive shock run through his
body, and in les3 than twenty minutes he had

ceased to exist.
Gen. Lynch, in behalf of the Government of
Chili, offered to take charge of the remains and
give thorn a public funeral, with the honors
due to the rank of the deceased, but this was
The services of the
declined by the widow.
tho Legation,
Episcopal Church were held at
the body placed in a floral decorated mortuary chapel and viewed by a large number
The body will remain in
of Peruvian friends.
the Meifio vault until transferred to the United
States.
Owing to rumors that Hurlbut had been poisoned, a post mortem examination was held,
which decided that his death was from aneuTho doctors sent a sealed
rism of the heart.
jar containing a portion of the stomach to New
United States Consul
York for annalysis.
The
Moore assumed charge of the legation.
funeral procession from the legation to the
railway depot was attended by all the Chilian
officials and delagations from various war vessels.
Mr. Trescott and all the prominent
Peruvians in the city attended. A eulogy was
renounced at the grave by Minister Pinto of
alvador.
Mr. Trescott reached Lima March 28, and
was deeply moved on
hearing of the death of
It is behis friend and college companion.
lieved that he will remain some time in the
Peruvian capital. tValker Blaine accompanied
Mr. Tresoqtt as far as Mollendo, where he met
Gen. Adams. Together they left for La Paz,
the Bolivian capital. Montero is now President of Peru pro fern, and has resigned all military authority. The Chilians are in a quandary whether to treat with Montero or not.

g

Death of John Crookshanks King.
Crookslianks King,
sculptor, died at the Massachusetts General
Hospital tonight from affections incident to
old age.

Boston, April 21.—John

John Ciookshanks Kiog was born in Kilwinning, Scotland, October 11,1806. He was educated as a practical machinist; came to this
country in 1821*, and lor several yoars after his
arrivaLlie was engaged as superintendent of

factories at Cincinnati, O., and Louisville, Ky.,
but in 1834 turned liis attention to sculpture,
in which he met "with great success, having
executed busts of Daniel Webster, John Qnin>
cy Adams, Agassiz, Emerson, Shaw and many
other prominent men. He devoted himself esHe located in
pecially to cameo likenesses.
Boston about 184.1, where he has since resided.
The deceased has two sons now living in St.
Louis, Mo.
_

Tho Missouri Democratic State
meets at Jefferson, July 26th.

convention

SENATE.

Washington, April 21.
Hr. Blair, from tho committee on education
and labor, reported back the bill to aid in the
establishment and temporary support of common schools.
The committee make no recommendation as to superintendence of expenditures and other details, but their report states
that a majority of the committee favor recommending an appropriation from the treasury to
aid in support of common schools, the same to
be distributed to the several States and Territories, for a limited period of time, and upon
the basis of illiteracy. Placed on the calendar.
The committee on Territories reported a substitute for the bill for organization of the district of Southeastern Alaska, and providing a
civil government therefor.
Placed on the calendar.
The bill for tho manufacture of salt in the
Indian Territory came up.
Mr. Conger said
he regarded the measure as a mere instrument
for wresting from the Indians a portion of
their lands for tho benefit of the whites.
Mr. Ingalls, who reported the bill, explained
its purposes, and after the adoption of the
amendments, removing some of the objections
to the measure, the bill was passed.
The California senators gave notice of their
purpose to press the consideration of the Chi
nese bill Monday, if pending business then be
disposed of; otherwise Tuesday.
The discussion of the Missisjippi river improvement bill was then resumed. The bill
was finally laid over as unfinished business.
A resolution for appointment by the President of the Senate of three senators to investigate the charges and complaints against certain marine officials in North Carolina was
adopted.
Adjourned

to

Monday.

HOU3E.
On motion of Mr. Dingley of Maine the bill
was
passed extending to sailing vessels
the same privilege in unloading cargoes as are
now

granted

to

steamships.

Mr. Cox of New York in a brief speech i n
favor of the bill called the attention of the
committeejon commerce and the House to the
importance of considering some measure requiring inspection of vessels sailing under

foreign flags.

A bill was passed fixing the second Tuesday
in October as the time for the election of a
Congressman from the State of West Virginia.
The Speaker laid before the House a communication from the Secretary of War relative
in the Quartermaster
to agents employed
General’s Department. Keferred.
A bill amending the United States mining
laws to allow non-residents adverse claimants
to make certain affidavits in cases of application for patents through their agents or attornies in fact, was passed.
The HWi.se proceeded to the consideration of
the special order, being the bill to afford assistance and relief to Congress and the Executive Department in the investigation of claims
and demands against the government.
The bill provides that claims or matter involving investigation and determination of
facts may be transmitted to tho court of claims
for decision by either house or any executive
tlouso

ouereil

WALL STREET.
The Usual Budget of Gossip and Rumors.
New York, April 21.—Wall street reports
state that it is practically certain that the bear
party in control of the market lias sold its line
of Jersey Central, Wabash preferred, Denver,
Michigan Central. Missouri Pacific and other
stocks. There is an undoubted intention to attack each of these stocks, and the indications
are that shorts in them will be
covered at a
profit. There has beon a decided falliug off in
foreign buying for two or three days. The
break in Wabash is likely to increase selling
for foreign account and to exercise a depressing influence abroad. Several large operators
held a conference about noon yesterday. Bull
points soemed to emanate from the meeting,
but very soon after it was over buying orders
appeared to be nearly all withdrawn from the
market.
Mr. Gould is alleged to have sent
several dispatches ordering the sale of stocks.
Mr. Sage is said, on good authority, to have
been a large seller. Wabash was depressed in
the morning to permit covering. The heavy
raid in the afternoon was apparently made to
Receiver found general belief, although parties
in a position to know declared in the most
posisive terms that the story was unfounded.
Cornelius Vanderbilt said in a letter yesterday
that nobody weuld mako much on the short
side of Lako Shore.
The feeling was strong last evening that
Nerthwestern
Jersey would be lower to-day.
advanced yesterday on covering aud on baying
had
orders
placed so as to keep
by parties who
the stock from getting away in case of a sudden advance. Vanderbilt’s brokers were buyers.

The break in Wabash developed a very bearish feeling last evening on Missouri Pacific.
There was no large buying of Dever. London appeared to be the largest buyer of New
York Central yesterday. People having the
best facilities for information have covered
shorts and are buying some long stock.
Mr. Gould’s “puts” on Western Union are
understood to expire Saturday. Frank Work
was an open seller yesterday.
There are intimations that a
prominent
trader has perfected plans for dropping Chiccfew
a
There
and
points.
Quincy
go, Burlington
is rumor of a contest for tho control of Pacific
Mail.
Vice President G. A. Washington of the
Louisville and Neshville Company says that
winter wheat in Kentucky and Tennessee is
heading finely, that there is a large increase in
the acreage of both wheat and corn and that
}he iron works in Tennessee are producing
for any corresmore pig iron this spring than
ponding time heretofore.

Attempted Train Bobbery.
Kansas City, April 21.—A passenger from
the west reports an east bound passenger train
on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe road, was
ditched Sunday night, near Kmcon, New Mex
ico, and live armed men attempted to rob the
express, but got into the baggage instead of the
Before they could get into the
express car.
right car, the train meu and passengers appeared in such nunfhers that the robbers fled.
By the derailment the ^fireman was killed and
the engineer and Wells, Fargo & Co.’s messenThe express is supposed
ger badly wounded.
to have had {5200,000 in silver from the Arizona mines for New York.

The handsome pavilion erected on Newport,
R. It, beach two years ago was burned by an
incendiary yesterday. Loss 83000; insured for

railroad will open the extensive coal beds ownThe track
ed by the syndicate in Virginia.
has already been laid to within 40 miles of

Washington.

_

British Steamer on Fire.
Sebastapol, April 21.—The British steamer
Kochedale, Capt. Tindall, at this port from
Charleston via Halifax, is on fire.
Evictions in Ireland.
London, April 21.—The return for the first
quarter of the year 1382 shows that, exclusive
of persons reinstated as caretakers or tenant,
734 fami! ios, consisting of 3893 persons, were
evicted in Ireland.
Riot Among Colliers.
A serious riot has occurred at ltuabon,
Wales, owing to a strike among the colliers.
The rioters did great damage to property. The
militia has been sent to quell disturbances.
Spicy Debate in the House of Commons.
London, April 21.—In the House of Com'
moue last evening, Mr. Sexton moved an adattenjournment of the House in order to call
tion to a recent circular in regard to Mr. Clifford Lloyd and concerning the duty of self-protection. Mr. Sexton said the circular was a
and
gross and barbarous incitement to murder,
he called upon Mr. Foster to insist upon its
withdrawal. Mr. Lloyd, he said, by nature a
tyrant, had done every thing to inflame the
passions of the people in his district. Mr. Sexton warned the Government that if they carried
force too far poverty and despair might prove
the stronger.
Air. Forster said lie believed a price liad been
put upon Air. Lloyd’s head anu that there was
assassinate the man who had
a conspiracy to
done more than auybody to defeat the nc-rent
movement He said the circular complained of
Police
was issued by Air.Smith, an inspector of
It declared that, as there was good reason to
believe that every means would be used to assassinate Mr. Lloyd, it behooved his escort to
prevent it, and to use lirearms on the bare possibility of an attempt. The Inspector finally
promises to produce the circular to exonerate
an erroneous
any escort if he shoots a person on
suspicion of his being about to commit murder.
the last
that
admitted
Forster
(Cheers) Air.
to
not
two paragraphs of the circular ought
have been written. The circular, he said, was
comto
been
had
issued on Alarcli 4. Its effect
Cowardly ruffians, who were
mit murder.
likely to shoot from behind a hedge, wouldjabstain if they thought themselves in danger
Air. Redmond persisted in denouncing Air.
Forstjr as dishonest. The Speaker namedtohim
12
and his suspension was voted by 207 yeas
nays. Air. Redmond then withdrew.
Lord Northcote hoped the government would
continue to protect Mr. Lloyd, and he declared
the opposition would do nothing to weaken
their action in Ireland.
Air. Sexton withdrew his motion but will repeat it on Monday.

**.

■.

The following quotations of stocks are receive!
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mew
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), oomer of Middle and Exchange strw.*:

Two more deaths by the Brownsville, Mo.,
tornada are reported, making 11 in all. Several
other persons are reported fatally injured.
A steamship arrived at Victoria, O. B., from
E>ng Kong on Thursday with 547 Chinese
laborers. Nine hundred more ate to arrive before August.
The wagon factory of Webster & Co., on the
penitentiary grounds at Moundsville, W. V.,
was burned Thursday night. The penitentiary
Loss $30,000.
was saved.
A Morgan City, Louisiana, special says the
steamer Tom Parker which left that port for
Sabine Pass on the 10th, has not reached her
She was probably lost in the
destination.
storm of the 12 th.
Gen. Wm. L. Burt of Boston, died at Saratoga at 1.30 o’clock yesterday morning. He
was president of the Boston Hoosac Tunnel
and Western railroad.
Walter H. Brown, the supposed head of the
and warrant
Douglass County, Dakota, bond and
held in
frauds, was arrested yesterday
bail.
$300
Taunten,
In the case of McMullen, the
Mass., wife murderer, the jury last night
brought in a verdict of murder in the second
degree. He will be sentenced Monday.
The Revere House on Lake Memphremagog’
owned by Sir Hugh Allan, is burned.
Tho Greenland seal fishery has been a complete failure.
Capt. Lindquister of steamer Elysea of the
Anchor line was brought before the Unitod
States commissioner at New York city yesterday charged with bringing mote passengers to
this country on his vessel than allowed by law'
He furnished $25C3 bail.
The failures in the country for tho week
past number 124, of which Eastern States contribute 17._

23%
100

47%
85%
140%
96
47
63

11%
69%
83%
77%
38

Biaiag *4leek*.
(By Telegraph.)

t'niifomia

San Fra-jcisoo, April 20 —The following are tne
< losi' lUoLations of Mining stocks
to-day:

aelcbcr
Best
5%
Belie.. 5%
Esreka ... 24
Could & Curry..
2%
Hale & Norcro33.
1%
Mexican.
K%
Northern P*dle.
7%
4%
Opbir.
1%
Savage
Sierra Nevada.
7%
Union ;0on.
13V«
Yellow Jacket
51%
Gloucenter Finh
FOB

Market.

THE WEEK ENDING

Our quotations
and jobbing lots

are

wholesale

command

an

April

20.

prices for fare lota
advance on our fig-

ures.

Georges Codfish—We quote at $5%@$5 p qtl for
large and $4Mi for medium; choice Bank at $4% G}
$4yfe for large and $4 for medium. No Shore otfering.
Cusk, Haddock and Hake practically out of the
market; wo quote Pollock 82% p qtl; English do
S3%^$3V2; Nova Scotia Haddock $3Vi p qtl.
Boneless and prenared fish 4Va@6Vao p lb for
Hake and Cusk to 6 Va(s® for best codfish. Smoked

Halibut out of the market. Smoked Salmon at 18c;
Scaled Herring 17c p box; No 1 at lGc; tacks 16c.
Bloaters 80c P hundred.
Herring—We quote Eastern round $2 Va P bbl.;
split do $2% ; choice Nova Scotia split at $6; Labrador $6.
Fresh Halibut—To day’s sales at 11 and 9c p lb
for white and gray.
Mackerel—But iittle doing; stock held at $20 for
Is, $12 for 2s and $10 for 3s. Nova Scotias $14,
S10 and $0 p bbl for Is, 2s and 3f.
Trout $14 p bbl; Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
$5, Haddock at $3^, Halibut Heads $3Va, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4Vj, Tongue*
$0, Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3@
$3V4; Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; 820 for 2s;
California do at $16; Shad $10.
Pure Medicine Oil at 76c p gal, crude do at 60c;
Blackflsh Oil 66c; Cod do 40c; shore do at 88c;Por-

of

tact, was told

6
6

...

(Tinsley’s Magazine.]
A thoroughly well-authenticated anecdote,
his excessive

Clotma.
7%

Overling.
Land. 7%
Waterpower.
6%
6
Aspinwall Land.
Flint & Pere Marquette common
24
O. S. &Clev.7s.100
Hartford & Erio 7s. 48
A.T. AS. F.
85%
Boston & Maine.148%
Flint & Pore Marquette preferred. 95
L. R. & Ft. Smith.
47%
*02
Marquette, Houghton &Ont.
Summit Branch. 11%
Denver <S Rio Grande... 59%
Mexioan Central 7a..
83%
Northern Pacific preferred. 77
"
Common. 37%
Boston

The Tactful Disraeli.

illustrating

%

wsock ITlarbfi.

Disraeli, soon after he was created Earl of
Beaconsfield. It appears that not long after
his transplantation from the House of Commons to the House of Lords, Disraeli mot a
brother peer in the street, who asked him how
he liked the change. “Like it!” exclaimed
Disraeli, forgetting himself for the moment,
and blundering out with the truth: “Like it!
I feel as if I were dead or buried alive!”
Then seeing the expression of discomfiture
added hastily, with a
on the peer’s face, he
courtly bow and an irresistible smile, “and in
the land of the blessed!”

gie do 34c.
Porgie 8crap,$15 p ton: Fish do $12;Liver do $9;
$16; Livers 30c P bucket.

Fish Skins

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
21—Evening.
Money loaned
New York. April
from 3% to 2%, closing offered bj prime mercanis
tile paper 5®6%.
steady at 487 for
Exchange
Governments generally
lon« and 489% for short.
Railroad bonds
inactive.
unenanged. State;bonds
irregular on large volume of business.
at
the
Stock
transactions
The
Exchange aggregate 1 450.000 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotation* of
Government tsecorities:
United States 6a, ex...101 Ma
..101 %
United States 5’s ext..
United States new, 4% s, reg.116%
United States new, 4%’s coup.118%
United States new, 4’s, reg.121%
United States new, 4’s, coup.121%
New York Stock and

FiNAftGIAL AND CQK8IEBGJAL
4*ort)ac<! D<uh Wholesale

DKarket.
April 21.

Portland.

The market for the leading food products continues quite active and prices tending upward. In
Flour, the advance recently established on several
choice brands is fully sustained, and if there i9 no
reaction in Wheat at the West all other grades
must soon go up; in this market there is very good
Fresh Beef is Jess active
stock of flour on hand.

owing to the rapid advance and the volume of business is light compared with a few months ago; one
dealer in Western Beef says he is selling two and
three car loads a week, against four and five previous to the extremely high prices. The demand
mahily

^for cheaper pieces,
^P£.fic.iPJlpeara
abbut
no shipping demand, prices in Europe being
rate3 here. The market for Fresh Fish
to
ruling
is dull, which

Pacific 6’s of 96... 132
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:

Chicago* Alton.128%
180
Gulcago & Alton preferred..
C. B. Quincy.
————

-Wwo

N’ortnwesit.i.
f3g
;
•
Northwestern prefer * OUi
Now York Central.5.

the large receipts in the
show
early part of the week and prices for fare lots
a marked falling off, being quoted at 1 25 for large
Cod and 1 00 for medium, while Haddock will only
bring 75c per cwt; one dealer had a stock of abou ^
60,000 lbs to-day. Sugar is steady and firm at 10*4
for granulated and 9% c for Extra C. Eggs are in
pretty good demand at unchanged prices. Cheese
firm for fine grades at 15c;Liverpool markeo
is
is due to

quite

is

declined to 63s.

ttrmly held

for tubs.

In

Maple Sugar

moves

Rock Island
Milwaukee &

ClhiciiRO Live Block market.
*By Telegraph.)
CmrAOO. April21 .—Cattle—Receipt* 4. 00 head;
goou
shipments 2600; Bteady; exports 7 20@7 65;
6 60
to choice shipping 6 66@7 10; common to fair

slow but

13@14c p ft) for cakes and 9@10c
Dry Goods a very aotive business is

~ttog3—Receipts 20,000 head; shipments 9500
head;market is firmjeommon to good mixed at c t»0
at
(«7 16; heavy packing and shipping 7 20;, light
6 65@7 15.

strong at the recent advance.
At New York Flour was unchanged to-day, Wheat
shows a drop of *4@lV4c, Com unsettled and 34@
I lower with an
2 lower and Oats have declined
active speculative business; Poik was firm but Lard

__

Stomestlc i»ar#fi<.

(By Telegraph.!
xta YORK, April 2l—Evening.—Flour market
quite firm without marked change and fair jobbing
14,679 bbls: exports 7100 bbls;
sales 10,900 bbls; No 2 at 3 1004 26; Superfine

depressed and 10@12^ic off.
At Chicago Wheat closed generally lower; Corn
was panicky and decidedly lower; Oats demoralized

is

'rIteceipS^oar

Pork and Lard easier.
At St Louis, Wheat, Corn, Pork and Lard show
a decline.
At Detroit Wheat is steady.
The Havana Sugar market continues paralyzed
and nominal and little offered; Molasses Sugar, 84
to 87 degrees, was quoted this (Friday) afternoon at
7@7*A reals; Muscovado common to fair 7V4@7% ;
Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96 deg. in boxes
At Liverpool to day Flour was quoted 10e^l2s Cd;
Winter Wheat 9s 10d@10s 8d; Spring do 9s@10s U;
California average 9s@10s 2d; Club do at lCs 3tl
10s 7d; Com at 6s ll*4d@7s; Peas 7s 2d. Provisions, &o.,—Pork 86s Cd; Bacon at 51s 2d; Lard at
66s Cd; Cheese 63s; Tallow 40s 6d.
The following ary to-day’s qaotanii.ns of Flour.
Grain. Provisions. &o.

and

s ineriuw.4 7545
E straing. .5 76@8
X
Spring... -7 00®7
Paten t Spring
Wh AM.«
M Abigail Winter boat.7
Ommon

St. Louis Wintar

fair

...

7

dram.
50 H. M. old Corn,
car lots
25
50 New Cora.
car

75®9

50

00®7

25

26@7

~

certifi-

@94
Go

I Data,

talked Bran
Mids..

00(3)28 00

28 00
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
bag lots 34 00
00
95
Ooru.brsK lots..
92
60 |Moa’!,

87
Winter good.. 7 5047 75 ;Oats,
**
30 00
Winter best...7 76®8 00 Bran,
32 no
I Hide,
Trodnce.
13c
Sweet potatoes5 25,45 50 Ityo,
Proriniona.
18420
Turkeys.
.12
60
Boef.
00@12
Moae
*
@
Chickens.
Ex Mes«. .13 00@13 50
18420
Fowl.
605)15 00
Plato.14
17018
Eggs.
Rx Pla6o..l5 6O@10 00
Berm’dOaions,235@2 37
|1 Por*4
Cmberries, p bbl
Waexa
.23 50@24 00
Maine. 9 00410 00
I
22 605)23 00
Clear..
Cape God,12 00®15 00
20 005)20 50
>Ie*«
Sugar.
Hau«.12%
@13
Granulated.10*4
@9
| K^JlIid HOg3....
Extra 0.
;
..

..

..

Lara.
fruit
Masc’tl Raisins2 7643 50 I Tab, * ft>. ..12%@12ya
Loudon Layers310(®3 15 Tierces. U. $>.l 2 V* @ 12Vfc
Valencia
HVs® 12*4 | Pail. 12i/fe@!3%
5|
Turkish Prunes.7J4@8e
French Prunes.l2Vfc@14 Pea.....3 76@4 00
.8 7o@3 86
aTedlTU-i*
|
Oranges..3 25@3 37
paiermos pbx 4 5045 00 iYellow
Suiter,
00
60(45
Messina,pbox.4
Valencia Pease
$10® 12 Creamery........ 33<®36
Gilt EdgeVoriuont33@35
$
Extra largo
22@28
! Choice
Lemons.
20@22
Messina.3 50®4 50 Good.
Pilermoa.3 0044 00 Store.10@17
Chew*.
Malaga.2 75@3 00
VlAlne.12^@15
Nuts.
Vermont... .12Va@l 6
Peanuts—
16
Wilmington. 1 76®2 2o /ST Y Factory. 12'/2@
Virginia....2 25®2 60 Skims. 7Vj»@ 8
00
1 804 2
Apples.
Ton nr woo
9410c Perbbl.. .2 25@3 26
Cast&na,p tb.
Cooking.2 60@3 00
Walnuts

;

^Receipts6,500
busb

Evaporated.14@16

11

Early Rose.

bbls Sour, 8,000 busb wbes*,
corn. 81,000 ;nsn 0>ts, 1301 born
busb
barley.
rye
Hhlpmeuts-6 000 bbls Hour, 54,000 bush wheat,
195 000 bush com. 74,000 bush oats, 1,610 bush
rye, 6.000 bush barley.
st. Louis, April 21.-Flour dull; double extra
6 1605 26; treble do 5 6505 70; family at 6 OO0
6 25; choice to fancy 6 3006 76. Wheat is lower;
No 2 lied Fall 1 37 Y, cash; 1 37% for May; 1 28
®1 25% for June; 11301 15% for July; No 3 at
1 30® l 8<>%;No 4 at 1 17 bid. Com is lower at
May; 74%
76%%@77%e for cash; 76%@76%e
®74%c June, 74% 076c for July. Pork lower at
18 2 bid for cash: 18 30 bid for April and May.
L
Kocsipts-7,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush whsat,
65,060 Dnsn oorn, 0,000 bush oais, 0,000 hash iye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments-6,001 gbbls flonr, 2.000 bush wheat,
as 000 busb oom, 0,000 bnsn oais, 00,000 bash
Barley, 0.000 besh rye.
steady; No 1 White
Detroit,
spot, April .May and June at 1 33%; July 1 28%;
No 2 lied nominally 1 40%; No 2 White 1 28%.
10,000; shipments 37,000 bush.

Dried Western....6Vfe@7
do Eastern.... 8V4@7
Potaioe*.
bush:nr

106.000

’l8.000

Houlton..J
22®i 2?
Maine Central...1 22®} 2Grand Trunk.. •1

00Si,P"

Prolific*. Eastern.•••• »•?”
Burbanks.
Grand Trunk.
••.,5 a,SO
Jaoksons and White Brooks
The aeons prices are far car lots of Potatoes; small
lots about 5c higher.
..

••

Fresh Beef Tlnrltet.
Corrected for the Pbess daily by Wheeler, Swift
sed
St Co., Commission Merchants In Chicago Dre:
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.10V*@UV4 Hinds.13 @157
Fores.IVcWi'A Hatties. 6Vh@
Bounds.
10® 11
.0 @1
Loins.10 @31
Rumps.15 @10
Bumr Loins.10 niiSlo

April21.—Wheat

Receipts

Nxw York,April 21.—Cotton
lands J2%c-

drain Market.

PORTLAHD,April 21.
The following quotations of Grain were received
Laruiinle
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. II.
& Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago-—Wheat-> -Corn-, -——Oats
Juno.
May. June. May. June.
Tima. May.
183% 7B% 74% 60% 49%
11.48. .132
48%
132% 76% 74% 60
10.30.131
74% 49% 49Vs
7B
11.80., 131% 133
12.30.. 131% 133% 78Va 74% 60% 49%
49%
1.03..131% 133% 76% 74% 50
71% 48% 47%
Gall....131% 132% 73
call
m
a
129%.
9.43
130%;
July Wheat
Uecelpts of Maine Central.
PoitTLAND, April 20.
ifor Portland, cars 22 miMellaneous merchandisefar oounooting roads 106 cars u .icsllAnoous merchandise

7%®7%o;

olf A at 9®9%c; standard 9%®9%c; powdered
at 10%.
at 101,4@10!,/8c; Cubes at 10%; crushed
steady. l*rConfectioners A at 9%.
sales
weak.
Tnllow
78.
iniifum is firm; united
active and and tom;
60.000 lbs 7% @8. Pork less old
17
mess
at
37%
prices without marked change:
10012%
017 60; new do 18 12%®1« 26. *,«rdwith
a fair
lower, closed unsettled and depressed
on spot
speculative trade; sales 1000 prune steam
lor
refined
11
40;
steam
100
city
II 60011 52%;
22
Continent 11 66. Butter steadily bold; State
for
choice.
firm
®30. «’ herse
Freights to Liverpooldull; Wheat t* steam Vs.
Wheat is
Chicago April 21.-Flourttrnily held.
Spring at 1 3701 38
general!-, lower; No 2l Chicago
1 3d
cash; 1 38 for April; 31% cr 1 31% lot May,3 ChL
for June 1 3001 30% for July; No

C®1 83Ys
Corn
oago Spring at 1 1601 20; rejected 86090.
lewer 76%076% cash and April.
At the afternoon call of the Baird, Wheat closed
lower at 1 31% for May; 1 32% June: 1 29%0
at
1 29% July. Com panicky and decidedly lower
71%
74% o for April; 73%e May: 71%o lor June;
®71%c July. Oats demoralised at 484,c for May;
at 18 00
47%e June.' 43%o July. Fork is lower
asked for May; 18 07% for June; 1H 26 tor July.
85
11
for
32%@11
11
at
li%
May;
Lard lower

..

Filberts
Pecan

ext
Western and State 4 0006 26; common to good
WesWestern and State 6 0006 76; good to eh<Mce
White
to
choioe
common
6
76;
tern extra at
80®8
8 30
Wheat Western extra 7 25®8 26; fancy do at
.<£8 76; common to good extra Ohio at 6 2008 BO;
common to choice extra St. Loms at 6 20*9 00;
to
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 50®8 00: choice
of
docble extra at 8 10® 9 35, including 2500 bbls
2
No
bbls
3900
W
I:
for
10
6
extra
85®7
Cu.v Mill
at 3 10®4 26 :|800 Superfine at4
Winter
bbls
6
at
60;
extra
3,400
0005
bbls low
exWneat extra at 6 2009 00; 4200 bbls Minnesota
comtra atIG 1009 35. southern flonr held firm:
6
at
06®
mon to fair at 6 7006 90; good to ohoiee
Wheat—receipts 18,600 busb: exports 13,8 60.
ex184 bush; heavy, unsettled and %@1% lower:
less active
port trade still very lieht and
1
796,OCX)
business at trifle over lowest points ;sa.le#
1 46;
bush, including 147.000 on spot; No 2 Spring
*
ungraded Spring 116®1 36; uugraded Red a^
at 1 42%.
3
No
1
28
do
at
delivered;
4
No
,61;
1
*9%
No 2 Red at 1 47»/i®l 48 delivered,
&oOObu
cates; ungraded White 141; Nc> lVThite.
96c.
I 42% cert, and fob. Rye about steady 90<a
and %
unsettled
Corn
dull.
Malt
weak.
Barley
less
with
i®2c lower and scarcely any export inquiry
somewhat
doing on speculative account, closing 6276
bush;
bush: exports
stronger: reeeints 16,400
bi»b cn
sales 1,412,600 busb, including 148,000
8 at 90c; No 2 at
spot: ungraded at 80%*92c; No
90c 91c in store, 98o delivered; steamer'White9let
*
Southern White at 1 00; choice Vellow W’’** ;No
for April 90091c, closing 9l>c; May at 8tVs q,86c,
at
84c;
closing at 84%o; June at 84®86%e,elosing
84%®
Julyat 84085%, closing at 84c: August at with
an
lower
86%, closing at 84%c. Osl« Vj®d
exactive speculative trade; receipts 39, lb bush,
58c:
3
a.
No
bush;
norts__busb; sales 610,000
White do at 58% c; No 2 at 68% c; do White 59%;
Western at 68
No 1 at 69c; White do at 81c; Mixed
at o8%«
059c; White do at 69062c; Mixed State
60o; White do at 6O062Y2C: Canada 60%. M«u
“
fair
unchanged;
(lull; quotably
refined lower, White Ex Oat 8%08%.

V°

@93

lots,

cl

...

St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.
Ill
Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Go.

at

Vtevar.

70%
o%

»

Molasses

reported.

80

Ml,.’.'-an Central.

up

has

36

Erie.

Erie preferred... —.
-omou'bauhw1

...

FOREIGN.

■

Good...

•*

$2300.

Michigan....6 7o®i

A Railroad Syndicate.
Boston, April 21.—A special from Washington says James G. Blaine, Thomas EwiDg of
Ohio, and Senator Davis of W. Va., have
formed a syndicate to purchase the Washington & Ohio railroad, which will be a short line
between Washington and Cincinnati. This

■

Denims.12V4@16Vfc Sllesias.10@20
Ducks-Brown 9 @12
Cotton Flannels. 74jl6
Fancy 12¥s@10V4 Twine & Warps 18@2tD*

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

substitute

providing
that claims shall be filed with the court of
claims who shall report the facts established
to either house. After some discussion the
matter went over till to-morrow.
The House took a recess till 7.30 p. m., the
evening session being for the consideration of
pension bills
At the evening session the House passed 20
pension bills and a number of bills donating
condemned cannon for monumental purposes,
and at 11 the House adjourned till to-morrow.
a

*1

...

department.
Mr.

"11

rlea Dilke, replying to Mr. Sexton
Daily Isoms mic Kccclpu,
repeated that it would be very inconvenient to
li; watoroonveyanco -1000 bnsli Oornmoal to U
make a statement in regard to the correspondW. fro.- a Oc.
ence with America concerning the release of
Dry firaiis Whole-Male Idarkei.
the American suspects.
l bs following quotations are wboleealc prieee and
The Times on the Debate.
corrected dally by Storor Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
The Times has a violent article relative to
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
debate in the House of Commons on tho circuONlrLEACHED COTTONS.
lar regarding Mr. Clifford Lloyd.
It recommends that before further remedial measures
Honvy 30 In. 7 Vi® 8V4 Pino 7-4.14317
Mod.
30
in.
0V4® 7V4 Fine 8-4.18322
are proposed, the agitation should be crushed
n
8
Fine 9-4.22326
Light 30 In 6
at all costs, as it could be done in n couple of
Kna
40
ic.
Pin* 10-4.... 27 Vi @32 Vi
7Vir« 9
months if the government were free from conJD
LEA'JilltD
COTTOKS.
stitutional trammels which their adversaries j
Host 33111. .11 Vj o) 13
Fine 6-4.16
never think of respecting.
@30
Vied. 30 in.. 8
Fine
7-4.19
lajii
@33
Foreign Notes.
uight38in.. 0 g 7Vt Fine 8-4.21 @26
Fine 42 in.. 10
Fine 9-4.25 @30
A Cairo, Egypt, despatch says the English
@14
Fine 5-4.... 11
Fine 10-4 ...27tt@324fc
@17
and French consuls have energetically remonstrated with tho authorities concerning the j
TICKINGS, ETC.
brutal conduct of the police towards some forDrills.... 8@ 9
Tickings,
Beat.15
Corset Jeans.
@18
7uj 8
eigners who were arrested for connection with
11
Medium...
@14 Satteens. ivffi 9^
a street disturbance.
Light. 8 @10 Cambrios. Ba 6iC

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.

Numerous Murders

Washington,

_

FOR SALE.

BERRY,

and (gala

Job

good

aprl3_eod3w

JOST & MOKTOIV,

Agent for

JONES,

r i

dlw&w2w'

FARM

Special Agt.,

dec3

miles from
ded into tillage, wood and pasture land; is under a
high state of cultivation, good convenient buildings,
never failing water, also an orchard.
Apply to EDWIN F. HUTCHINSON, Town House Corner or W.
H. HUTCHINSON, on tbe place,

For «hH

STEPHEN

acres

Spurwiok road, about 3
Portland, containing 60 acres, divi-

Cape Elizabeth,

aprl!)

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

cents.

Seven

Farm for Sale.

Corns'

Cure Your

stable.

land and 100 fruit trees, apple, pear and plum, all
in bearing condition. Inquireof JOEL WHITNEY.
69 Franklin Street, Portland, Maine, or D. O,
MOULTON, Falmouth, Me.
_ap70dtf

KOHLING,

No. 89

good

house,
Hard

BY TELEGRAPH.

_

FERRIS,
Manager for Maine and New Hampshire
J. F.

CORRESPONDENT.
teb4dlmtoodllm&w6w6
Pub. 4.1882.

i

Light rain reported from upper Mississippi
and Missouri valley. East of Mississippi river
the weather is generally fair except in New
England where cloudy weather prevails.
Winds in the Lage region, New England and
The temperature has
Middle Atlantic States.
fallen slightly in New'England and Middle Atlantic States and risen slightly in Tennessee,
Ohio valley and Gulf States.
Rain is indicated for the Lake region, lonnessee and Ohio valley to-day and to-morrow.

policy-holder ever devised.

ISLACKSTONE.

K LAh

Something Entirely New for Dress Suits.

The

COMPANY.

All policie
POLICIES!
INCONTESTIBLE
ssued after Nov. 16, 1881, are incontestible after
of
the
the
date
three years from
policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of ago.

Western

ments, &c.

HAIR LINE CLOTHS,

HOME

A

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
as
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

ROOMS TO LET.
Jnst Received by

IH

IT

LET.

TO

j

Clearing
higher barometer, stationary temperature.
[special bulletin.]

epidemics.

Farmer Wanted.

CARRY
butter maker.
TO good
18

)

For New England,
and fair weather, northerly winds,

IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously alfected by

Joiners Wanted.

LORINfi, SHORT & HARMON.

country,

ment.

To work as Second Hand on
Bread or Pastry. Also a Boy to
learn tkc trade. Apply at 28 and
30 Pearl Street.
L. A. GOIJDY & CO.
apl7

aplO

April 22, 1A.M.

IT IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabis lied over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest

ness

WANTED..

Oar stock of

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal)
Officer. Washington, D. 0..
f

% young man to work on machine work, (one who has had

SPECIAL NOTICES

PARASOLS.

HOURS.

-IN THE-

KENT’S BAKERY.

AT

METEOROLOGICAL.
FOK THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

INDICATIONS

'"

Sir C

_

Published every day (Sundays excepted,) by the

—

a

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 22.

INSURANCE

WANTS.

"""

!

steadyjMladling up-

New Orleans, April 21.-Cotton steady;Middling
uplands 12c.
Mobile, April 21.—Cotton quiet,1 Middling up
lands at ll%o.
Savannah, April 21. -Cctto0ia steady;Mlddling
uplands ll%o.
MKIlvuis.April 21.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

lands at 12

••_
ilavaua Market.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana, April 21.—Spanish gold

at

1.71%®

1.72. Exchange firm at previous rates.
feurepcan Market*.
Bv Telegraph.)

LiVKkPOOh1April21-l*.aOP.M.-Oatt<m

aauket

at ti U-1B;Orleans
quiet and unchanged; Uplands
and export
8%d; sales 10,000 tales; speculation
2,000; futufes barely steady.

Somebody told the editor of the Amadar
as he was going to

THE PBESS.
SATURDAY

MORKISG,

(Nevada) Sentinel, just

APRIL 22.

We do not read anonymous letters and commnnare in
The name and address of the writ

eations.
all

indispensable,

cases

necessarily for

not

nblica-

guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or proservo communications that are not used.

tton bat

as a

regular attach^ o* the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, Ail railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
Every

of every person

claiming to represent

our

journal.

A Republican State Convention
WILL

BE

HELD

IN

PORTLAND,

CITY HALL,

Thursday, June 15th, 1882,
At 11 o’clock A. M.,
For the purpose of nominating

a candidate for Governor, and four candidates for Representatives in
Congress, to be supported at the September Election: and to transact any other business that may
properly come before it.
The basis of Representation will be as follows:
each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican Candidate for Governor in 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
votes, In excess of seventy-five votes, an additional

•delegate.

Committee will be injsession in the Reception room of the City Hall, at nine o’clock on
the morniDg of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates
All citizens of Maine, whatever may heretofore
have been their party affiliations, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in
popular government unobstructed by Executive
usurpations; in an independent a,:dnoucst judiciary, whose Judges shall not be exposed to the assaults of partizan hatred and revenge; in a safe and
The State

sound currency for the people; in a reasonable encouragement and development of our industries,
and protection of our Laborers against the cheap
labor of Europe, by wise and judicious laws; in efficient measures lor the encouragement of American
shipping and ship building; in popular education;
la temperance; in an economical, just and efficient
administration of public affairs, are cordially invited to unite with the Republicans of the State in
•electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order Republican State Committee.
WM. P. FRYE, Chairman.

the
press, that the President had signed
anti-Chinese bill, and the misinformation
had this effect on him: “President Arthur
has done just what we thought he would do

Little children try to lisp
his glorious name; he will be handed down
to posterity along with Washington and
Abraham Lincoln. Glorious patriot, may
he live to see the great benefits that will refrom the start.

sult to

posterity!”

The sympathy and admiration which are
apparently felt by the people of Missouri
for the late Mr. Jesse James is simply bewildering. It is enough to make one think
that the man must have been misrepresented, and that instead of being a thief, a murderer and a ruffian of the worst kind, he
must have been a model citizen and a gallant patriot. If, after a blameless life, he
had died fighting for his country, he could

hardly have been made

more

of

a

hero.

The Halifax Herald says the result of the
government policy of giving a bounty to
fishermen has given an impetus to the busiwill be
ness, and several fishing vessels
launched at different points around the eastern

shore

during

the

approaching

Summer.

New York politicians say that the President is doing nothing to influence the Republican nomination for governor of New
York. It is now supposed that Governor
Cornell wiil be re-nominated without much

opposition,
The Richmond (Ya.) Whig, Readjuster
organ, claims to know that a Southern man

(and

a

could

Virginian, too)

have

been a

member of President Arthur’s Cabinet.

The Columbus Journal would like to see
ex-President Hayes nominated for Congress,
man-at-large from Ohio. “He would lead
the

Republican

host to

victory.”

Curiosities in Patents.

FRED N. DOW, Secretary.

Our Shipping Interests.
The often repeated allegation that the decay of American shipping, is due to the protective tariff of 1861 and the assertion that
our shipping can be revived by the unrestricted purchase and registry of foreign ves-

vigorously met and successfully
refuted by Mr. Dingley in the House Thursday in the course of the debate on the tariff
sels,

were

commission. He showed that the decline
began under a free trade tariff, that of 1846,
and made itself decidedly manifest as early
as 1855. It was measurably due to the great
change wrought in ocean tonnage by the invention of the propeller and compound engine to steamships. Following upon that
change came the civil war. during which the
Anglo-Confederate cruisers had dealt a de.
structive blow to our ocean tonnage, and
had swept from the sea one third of our ves*
gels.
The policy proposed by tne tree-traders,
that of allowing the purchase and American
registry of forejgn built ships, he declared to
be suicidal, and asserted that it would sound
the death knell of the American shipping
industry. No nation had ever maintained its
commercial supremacy unless it built its
own ships, and any real remedy must contemplate the protection of our shipbuilding
interests. Ninety per cent of the cost of a
vessel consisted in the labor employed, and
only ten per cent was atributable to the material. Nothing could materially reduce the
cost of a ship except the reduction of the

wages of labor. The real difficulty was not
much in the first cost of the vessels as
the expense of running them. He then proceeded to enumerate the burdens which
were imposed on American shipping, declaring that the system of consular fees, compulsory pilotage, the hospital tax and the law
which imposed an unlimited liability for
damages upon the American ship owner
discriminations against the
were unjust
commerce of the country.
The remedies Hr. Dingley suggested are
these: Remove the burdens imposed on our
so

different condt1
tax on our shi

a

-e as

low

a
England did on
hers, give our steamships the same aid that
England gives hers in the matter of the mail
contracts, and, in short, make our naviga-

tion system one of protection and encouragement. Then, as he says, American vessels

will speedily regain the prominent place
they once held on the ocean.
The nomination of Hon. Nathan Cleaves
to

supplant Judge Libbey

on

the

Supreme

Bench of Maine is an exceedingly adroit
move on the part of his very shifty Excel'
lency, Governor Plaisted. There is nobody
of the other party whom the Republicans
would more delight to honor than Judge
Cleaves. He is suitable for the place, a

good lawyer

-and a most

agreeable gentle-

It will .be very hard for the Council
to withhold assent from his appointment,
and this is the exact reason for his nomination. The wily Governor would not have
attempted to rebuke Judge Libbey for the
anti-steal opinions by the elevation of a gentleman who was equally emphatic in his
condemnation of the scoundrels who attempted the State steal in 1879-80, except
that such nomination would prove particularly embarrassing to the Council. What
view of the case that body will take remains
to be seen. We are glad to put on record
our testimony to the personal worth and
legal attainments of Judge Cleaves.
man.

The Toronto Globe thinks the office of
lieutenant governor of a Dominion province,
to a State governor here, is
almost useless and altogether too expensive.
It says: “In Ontario the governor receives
$10,000 out of the federal purse; it cost the
provinces an additional $12,000 to $15,000 a
year for his assistants and keeping Government House in order; the original cost of

corresponding

(Government House was over

$100,000,

and

since that large sums have been laid out upon it.
And then there is the block of land
where Government House is erected, worth
anything from $200,000 to $400,000.”
Theke is at least one daily paper in Missouri, the Sedalia Democrat, which does not
hesitate to express its admiration for the
late eminent citizen, Jesse James, and its
of the treatment he received in
his life from some portion of the public.
It says: “That was his country; the

disapproval

there.
were
kindred
his
graves of
He refused to be banished from his birthright, and when he was hunted he turned
savagely about and hunted his hunters.
Would to God he were alive to-day to make
a righteous butchery of a few more of
them.”
__

encouraging fact that Mexico already buys American goods to an amount
fifty per cent, greater than it buys British
goods, and our total trade with Mexico is
It is

an

double that of Great Britain. The value of
the cotton, iron and wood manufactures
sent from the Ui.ited States is nearly equal
to the gross exports of Great Britain to Mexico.

gin,

recent ori-

This business is largely of
to be increased as the commercial con-

of

quest of the country proceeds by
the vast railroad enterprises now being
pushed by American capitalists.
means

Thebe are two kinds of reticent men—
the reticent man who is silent and the reticent man who talks. President Arthur is
one of the latter kind.
Perhaps his most
striking characteristic, remarks a Senator, is
the rapidity and apparent freedom with
which he talks, while at the same time he
avoids with the greatest skill the expression
of his opinion on points on which he does
not care to commit himself.
The Great West loves
a

prodigious length

one.

a hero and goes to
to honor the memory of

Mrs. Jesse James declined an engagecircus, but two

ment to travel with a Western

of the James horses

are

season, and Missouri is
the bandit’s widow.

out for the

piling

tenting

up a fund for

Small Inventions Which Have
Fortunes—The

Curiosity

Built up

Productions

Born of Necessity—Some Amusing Patents.
_

The records of the United States patent office
in Washington are filled with curiosities of the
inventive genius of Americans which are calculated to astonish the seeker after knowledge
who consults them. Of the great inventions of
the age, such as the telegraph in its various
branches, the telephone, the steam engine, and
of inventive energy,
the world is well informed, but of the smaller
aud simpler articles designed for the practical
benefit or amusement of mankind little notice

other

grand productions

by the general public. The streets
down town are sprinkled with itinerant venders of small articles, so simple in themselves
that the passer-by sees nothing in them to excite remark, or which, to his mind, he is not
himself capable of originating; and yet these

is taken

articles, insignificant as they seem, are all covered by patents, and from many of them large

already been made by the inventor, and are still rolling up to reward him for
his originality. A patent once granted protects the holder from all infringements upon
his idea for the time during which the patent
fortunes have

runs, and he controls the manufacture of his
article as absolutely as he does the real estate
which stands in his name. Every change made
in the original article must itself be patented
in order to secure it against appropriation by

others, and for this reason nearly every large
invention, such as the telephone, is covered by
a number of patents, each one protecting some
special feature which has been added since the
production of the original article. Nothing is
too Bmall, nothing too simple in construction
or too cheap in manufacture to be made the
subject of a patent. Indeed, the smaller and
simpler the article the more necessity there
is for the inventor to secure himself in this
way, for cheap things can be infringed upon by
anybody, while large articles require capital
for their construction. The only condition required to entitle an inventor to a patent is that
his idea shall be absolutely new, and shall not

infringe on the patent of any other inventor.
This condition existing, any article, however
simple, can be secured to its originator by

(JIT1 ^Tli'e'TjusIn^s^ "8r”$ecHnng' patents* tias
grown to such proportions that thousands of
lawyers, all over the country, devote themselves entirely to it, and the applications made

through those firms to the patent office
numerous mat a large
clerks are kept bnsy all

are so

corps oi government
the time in examining
and passing judgment upon them. A great
number are found to be worthless, and numbers more are found to be infringements upon
existing patents, and are rejected) on this
ground, but, after eliminating all these, the patents granted yearly amount to thousands, and
of these many prove to be mines of wealth to
their fortunate owners.
Of the patent articles which have made their
owners independent, some of the most valuable are those which any schoolboy might presumably have invented, only no schoolboy did
so, and the man who did is now reaping
the reward of his foresight. During the summer months a favorite toy is what is known as
the “return ball..”,It consists simply of an ordinary rubber ball, to which is attached a long
piece of elastic. The end of the elastic is held
around the finger, and
in the hand, or tied
when the ball is thrown it goes far enough to
stretch the elastic to its utmost tension, and
then returns to the hand as the effect of the
recoil. This little device is patented, and sells
for the small sum of ten cents on the street,
and at a slight advance in the fashionable toy
stores. It is found in the hands of thousands
of boys and girls throughout the country, and
yields to the holder of the patent an income
equal to that on a capital of $500,000. The rubber tip on the end of lead pencils, which is
used for erasing false marks, is also secured by
patent, and for every tip used the manufacturers pay a royalty to the inventor, which gives
him an independent income. The consumption of these pencils is very great, and the simple idea of tipping them with rubber has placed
the man who originated it beyond the reach of
need in the future, so long as he clings to his
patent. Another very simple but very valuable invention is the gummed paper wrappers,
which obviate the necessity of using mucilage
or paste to secure
papers for the mails. The
patent is on the application of the gum to the
wrappers, and a royalty is paid to the inventor
As the numon every wrapper thus prepared.
ber of wrappers used daily in the forwarding
of mails amounts to hundreds of thousands, the
income derived by the inventor from his royalty will be seen to be a magnificent one. The
gimlet pointe dscrew was patented in 184G. It
is familiar to everybody and, and millions have
been realized from its manufacture, yet so simple is the principle that the wonder is that it
was not thought out and applied almost as far
back as the age of iron. One of the most valuable of the small and simple inventions is that
of the patent shoe tip. Every parent who has
to provide shoes for his children knows to his
cost that one great peculiarity of the youth of
the present last age is a tendency to wear off
the toes of shoes. In the case of the average
boy and of the average girl, too, the toe is the
first part of the shoe to disappear. To provide
against this and equalize, as it were, the wear
and tear Qf leather on the feet of juveniles, an
ingenious father who had suffered much ii^
pocket at the hands of boot and shoe dealers,
invented the shoe tip and patented the article.
It consists simply of a small leap of copper
to the toe of the boot
or other metal attached
It is now in use in every town and
or shoo.
city of the land which is inhabited by the small
boy, and the value of the patent to the holder
is fully 82,000,000.
Probably tbo most valuable patent m tbe toy
line ever taken oudin this or any other country
is that which secures the Plymptou roller
skates to its holder. The choleric old gentleurchins
man gets knocked about by a score of
on rollers when walking up Fifth Avenue on a
summer day has but a faint idea of the number
of these articles in use throughout the world.
The streets are full of them, but these represent but a small quota of the vast number manufactured and sold. The idea upon which the
patent is issued is simply the attachment of
rollers upon skate plates, and on this patents
have been secured in England and in many of
the South American countries. Skating on
rollers bears but a faint resemblance to Bkating
on ice, but it is exilaratiug sport, nevertheless,
and sprang at once into popularity with the
young of both sexes. In Brazil and other tropical countries where ice is unknown, and skating impossible except upon artificially frozen
ponds, the rollers were greeted as a veritable
godsend, and rinks with smooth earthern floors
sprang up like magic. The value of the paten
is estimated a1
on roller skates to its holder
over 81,000,000, and he expended over 8120,000
in legal expenses alone to prevent the patent
from infringement in England. The dancing
negro who can be seen in any toy shop, and
which is simply a figure of a Dinah or a Jumbo
balanced by a wire, which is moved rapidly up
and down by a system of clock-work in the box
for
upon which it dances, provides an income
its inventor of 830,000 a year. The common
at
on
sale
nearly
needle threader, to be found
every street corner, is worth 810,000 a year to
the man who thought out the problem which
might easily have been solved by a boy of ten
years, only it was not.
Tbe ingenuity of inventors lias not been confined to efforts to add to the comfoitaud
They have devoted
necessities of the living.
their euergies also to improving the restingnew
and
of
the
designs and apdead,
places
pliances for coffins and caskets are being constantly presented to the patent office with apThe stealing of A. T.
plications for patents.
Stewart's body started a host of inventors into
a new line of labor, the object being to prevent
the repetition of so horrible a crime.
Among

the designs which secured a patent is the
coffin torpedo, the ider being to place a torpedo
in such a position in the grave that any attempt to disturb the remains, except by those
duly authorized and who knew the location of
the infernal machine, would cause an explosion and thus alarm the neighborhood, even if
Whether
it did not blow the ghouls to atoms.
the inventor has reaped large returns it is imits very
from
possible to say, as his business,
nature, prevents publicity from following his
actions. The danger of burial alive has haunted the mind of many a dying man, and worried
his friends long after his body has been laid in
the ground. An imposing burial case designed
to quiet the fears of such people was invented
and patented by Franz Vester of Newark, N.
J., in 1808. His plan consists in placing on the
lid of the cornu directly over the lace ol the
body a square tube, which extends from the
coiiiu up through and over the surface of the
grave. This tube contains a ladder and a cord.
One end of the cord is placed in the hand of
the person laid in the coffin, and the other is
attached to a bell on top of the square tube.
The object of these preparations is to provide a
means of escape should a person suddenly regain consciousness, after being pronounced
dead and buried. If he is strong enough after
his unpleasant experience he will crawl from
the coffin to the ladder and mount from the
grave to the surface by this means. If, however, he finds himself too much exhausted to
avail himself of this grave escape, he can pull
the rope in his hand, which will ring the bell
and give the alarm, when the cemetery authAfter a
orities will proceed to dig him up.
sufficient time has elapsed, no signal being
his
friends
that
the
man is
given, to satisty
really dead, the tube can be removed and laid
Its removal acts upon
away for future use.
the spring in the lid of the casket, which
door
over
the face of the corpse.
a
closes glass

_
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READ THIS.

7 PER CENT BONDS Bosworth
—

Delphos &
Burlington R. R. Co.

A Never-Failing Cure for Burns,
Scalds, Bruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial. Perry
Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
It is safe! It acts immediately t It
never fails l
Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says:
In flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc.,
it Is the most-effectual remedy we know of.
No family should ho without a hottlo of It
for a

single

GRAND SPRING OPENING!

Rolling

hour.

Spring Goods

in

Hinking Fund

a

These

J.

clement of

every

posses*

safety.

__

Rhenish Prussia:
After long years of use, I am satisfied ft
Is positively efficient os a healing remedy
for wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
it Is a panacea for all bruises and burns.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me Immediate relief.
R. Lewis says:
In forty years’ use It never has failed mo.
W. W. Lum, Nicholville, N. Y., says:
I use your Pain Kileek frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness, and heals wounds

FOR HACK BY

it has been in constant use; and those who
have used It the longest are its best friends.
Its success is entirely because of its merit.
Since the Pain Killer was first introduced,
hundreds of new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day this medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than ci'cr before. Every family should have
a bottle ready for use. Much pain and heavy
doctors* bills may often be saved l>y prompt
application of tbe JPain Killer. Unlike most
medicines, it imperfectly safe even in the hands
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
will prove its value. Your druggist has it
at 25c., 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

eod&wly

MILLETT & LITTLE, 516

St.

Congress

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters
Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even relieve.
Price 25 cents.
Bewaro of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.

SEABURY& JOHNSON,

Manufacturing Chemists, New York.

gossip(

Co.,

Portland Water

Cincinnati,
Cincinnati,
Cook County
Evansville ind.,

DRESS DEPARTMENT.
pieces standard new style Gingham, at 10 cents per yard; sold
erywhere for 15 cents.
2 cases yard wide Cambrics, in new styles, at 10 cents per yard.
50 pieces Colored Debege, at 10 cents; former price 20 cents.
25 pieces Black Grenadine, at 25 cents; former price 75 cents.
10 pieces all wool Shoodah Cloths, at 50 cents; regular price 62 1-2
1 case all wool Shoodah, 48 inches wide, at 75 cents; worth $1.

Chicago.

ev-

100

6s
5s
6s
-7b
7b
--7b
7s
(5b

Mart.

1st

---

--

--

------

--

--

--

Maine Central *R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1 st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and

6s

Coupon,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

We offer all the new novelties in Ladies’ and Children’s neck wear.
The best assortment of Spanish, Moresque, Oriental and Dutchess Laces
and French embroidery in Portland.
Extra bargains in Gloves, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Ties and Sashes.
Passementeries. Braided Fringes, Ornaments, &c.
We sell the best quality of Germantown Wool in the market; 9
skeins to a pound. We have made our wide reputation in this article
by giving the best quality of wool, full weight, at the very lowest prices

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $75 per year.

&

Millett

Andrew’s church, Wells street, in the parish
of St. Marylebone, on the morning of the 4th,
and was performed by the assistant curate. Damala, it is found, had been living in lodgings

Bargains.

I'he Strongest Dramatic Company

Banker’s
Banker’s
The
42. 4J.

at moderate rates.

Elegant Scenery,

Costumes and Appointments.
Seats 60 and 7o cts. Gallery 36.
Sale of seats
aplOdtd
FRIDAY, April 21.

commencee

I- 0.0. F.
THE 63d ANNIVERSARY
—

ODD
BAND

cabs drove up to the church doors at 10:30
one containing Damala and Bernhardt,
and the other a man and woman, friends of the
parties, and these two, with the verger of the
church, were the only witnesses of the marriage. Bernhardt was clad in ordinary street
dress, with a long, close-fitting seal-skin cloak.
When the curate was about to begin the ceremony, it was found that Damala had left the
license at his lodging, and it had to be sent for.

“Especially adapted to children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av„ N. Y".
'■‘Pleasant, Harmless andWonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

Lv

H"i

I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. n. A. Archer, 62 Portland At., Brooklyn.

Castoria is not narcotic.

and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitohcr's
Castoria, F.y assimilating the food,
Castoria gires robust health and nat-

By

this time it was near the hour of mornin g
prayer, and the marriage had to be gone
through with on a gallop. The service of the

English church was used, and both parties
made their responses in English, though Damala hardly understood the language well enough

ural sloop.

The

four rode
saying.
off as unostentatiously as they came, but in a
little while Bernhardt sent back for a copy of
the register, which she had forgotten. That
afternoon she visited the Gaiety Theatre with
her manager, as if nothing had happened, to
talk about her engagement there next June;
and in the evening she and Damala started for
the continent, on their way to Barcelona, where
both played a few nights later. Bernhardt
was announced to play at Nice, the night after
the wedding, and had chartered a steamer and
train to take her there; but the delay in the
service made it impossible, and she telegraphed
back that she was not well enough to appear.
Somu doubt has been expressed as to the validity of the marriage, but It is found to be strictly legal in England at least, Damala having
lived long enough in the parish to conform to
the law. There is, however, said to be reason
for doubting the validity of the marriage in
France, though on what ground is not apparent.
Very little is yet known about Damala,
except that be is a handsome man of 35—ten
years younger than his wife—and was attached
to the Greek embassy at Paris.
He first
met Bernhardt last August, and fell in love
with her at once. He sought her out, and told
her that he wanted to become an actor. Bernhardt heard him recite a part of ''Camille”
and engaged him at once, and he played minor
parts for a time under the name of Daria. By
and by Angelo had a misunderstanding with
Bernhardt and left the company, and Damala
was promoted to his parts.
What the course
of their courtship was nobody knows and apparently nobody had suspected any such tender relations between the two till the marriage
announced it.

The Great

Healing Remedy.

I

¥

Hi 39
Jfedfloi^

®
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Me.

»

-AND

—

Bonds

Railway

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

....
$1.25 worth $1.75
White QHilts,
.25
.12 1-2“
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs,
....
1.50
.50
French Keal Hid Gloves,
.2o
.50
Open k Schrim For Curtains,
Black and Colored Silks, Satins, Rhadames, Morie, Snrab, Grenadine, Hernani, French Dress Goods, Sat"
Hosiery, Gloves, Trimmings’
ins, plain and fringed. Table Sets, Damask, Table and Piano Covers, Laces,
Buttons. All the Novelties, many of -which cannot be found elsewhere, at the lowest prices.

Given to private pnplK by the «nbicrib».
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FOOTWEAR !

old-established Banking House of

JOHN A. DODGE &

CO.,

l‘J Wall Street, New York,
Bay and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
Showing how large profits can ho made on investments of

$10

to

LADIES’
Front Laco Boots,

BANKING HOUSE

Clews & Co.,

Ladies’ Front Lace Boots.
Ladies’ Cloth Top Button.
Ladies’ Oil Goat Button.
Ladies’ French Kid Button.
Ladies* and Misses’ White Kid
Ladies’ Fancy Slippers.
Ladies’ Newport lies.
Ladies* Newport Button.

geons and Voterinarios all say, that for caaualities to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”

one of the finest

4s

MUNICIPAL

4s

MUNICIPAL

5s

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
(BOARD OF EDUCATION)

6s

MUNICIPAL

Will open To-day

438 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1675.

EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.
dl'uT&Seow&weowly9
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Bladder Expelled by Using
Kennedy’* “Favorite Remedy.”

Stone, in the

Mr. S. W. Hicks, of Pleasant Valley, Dutches
Co., N. Y., the son of Mr. E. S. Hicks, whose name
may have appeared in this journal in connection
with an article similar to this, was, like his father,
afflicted with Stone in the Bladder, only that his
case was more

embracing

in our store,
display this Spring a larger and more select stock than has over been shown
the most Hlegant and Stylish Goods to be found in any market. Prices reasonable.

We

Inspect

Please call and

AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT!
Dr.

our

GKO. A. GAY «fc GO.,
Corner Brown.
499 Congress Street,

Kennedy, of Rondout,
Y., w ho, he said, would tell him what to do. Dr.
Kennedy replied, suggesting tlie use of “Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy,” which had worked so successfully in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who had been
assured by the local physicians that they could do
nothing more for him, tried “Favorite Remedy” at
After two weeks’ use of it he passed a
a venture.
stone % of an iocli long and of the thickness of a

I. B
Me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
tBOl'B, :i!i Crow, St., Portland

JAMES*

EPIM A
CO., Homeopathic
Chemists, I.oudou, England.
nov29
l'u.S&wlyr49

KIMKALL

equal to

any cut this winter for
and Vessels at reasonable rates.

__80
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More than One Million Copies ©old:

Everybody Needs It.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.
258tli Edition.

(New.)

Revised and Enlarged.

Tll^^ri r

>o||Aiii

I RIdtLri

KrOW
H

acute and cnromc diseases.
Bound in beautiful French

PH*eonly l.»5 by »ail.OJewEdition.)

llSyirzm,

(•WBT'w'

SEND NOW.
extraordinary work on Physiology

ever

published.

The Science of Life, or Sell-Preservation, is the most
of either sex can either require or wish to It now, but
There is nothing whatever that the married or single
to all who wish for good health. Toronto Globe.
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluablenow is the Science of
read
Life, or Self-Preservation. It
to
men
just
and
middle
for
book
aged
young
The
Times.
la worth many times its weight in gold.— Medical
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
benefactor
is
a
noble
of
of
the
Science
author
The
is read upon both continents by millions.
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already

the Science of Life
The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of

was

fairly

won

and

worthily

from the leading journals literary, political,
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken
relieous an 1 scientific—throughout the land.
in
every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
Tne book is guaranteed to bo a better medical work,
instance.
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every
seen
rely scaled and poat.pnid, to all part* of the
Thousand* of Copies ore sent by mail,
world' erery month, upon receipt of price, fl.25.
M. D.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H,
A Bullincli St., Boston, Mass.
Nov22eodtaugl
jj,_The author may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
...

x__

PARKER,

earnest, bring oat the right man in the right
section, the good old State of Maine will onoe
1
more be in the front rank of Republican States.
I think the people are looking for the Republican candidate for Governor, to be taken west

Stores,

IWHINE PILES

Symptoms are moisture, Btinginp, itching, worso at
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
8
pleasant, economical and positive cure, wayne’s
Ointment is superior to any article in the mr~'
Sold by druggists, or send 50 cts. in 3-ct. Star
Boxes, 81.25. Address, Da, Swayne & Son, Phi1

janlb
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Etchings

and

Engravings
Ever

shown in Portland

now on

exeibition at the ;

store of

H-

G.

5?>g0

Street.

MARKS

M.

Book, GarB, and Job Printer
V .-niters’

HEWES,

Congress

WM.

111

Grain,

Exchange bt,, Portland, Me.

Orders oy mail

a Fruit and Confectionery
and low rent.
Enquire at

and fixtures of

STOCK Good stand
235 Congress Street.
Btore.

aplSdf
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in person

a Spceinrty.
promptly attouuod to

Particular attention puid

Pamphlet Printing

THE

SHOE

ap8

to

DEALER.
eodtf
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and year after year, the standard and beautiful collection of FKaasic published by Oliver Ditson J: Co.,

keep

lence

their hold on public favor, simply
the excelof their contents. Such books of bound music

by

as

GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG ($2), NORWAY MUSIC ALBUM ($2.50), FRANZ’S ALBUM ($2).
GEMS OF STRAUSS ($2), BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG ($2), and 30 to 40 others (send for
lists) contain a perfectly immense amount of the
best and most popular music, at the lowest price
Such standard]OperaN as
MIGNON ($3), AIDA ($2), CARMEN ($2), MEFISTOFELE ($2), FaTINITZA ($2), MANOLA. OR
DAY AND NIGHT ($1.50), BELLS OF CORNEV1LLE ($1.50), and the well known lighter and
easier ones (send for lists), have in them a large
proportion of all the popular melodies.
Such good Temperance Hooli* ns
TEMPERANCE LIGHT (12 cts.), TEMPERANCE
JEWELS (35 cts.), and HULL’S TEMPERANCE
GLEE BOOK (40 cts.) cannot well be improved

upon.
Such capital Hundny School and Praise Meeting
Books as MALE VOICE CHOIR (50 cts.) with
Gospel Music, LIGHT and LIFE (35 cts.) and
BANNER OF VICTORY (35 cents).

Any

book

mailed for retail price.

aprlS
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ELEGANT
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A.

Centres.

W. JORDAN,

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

Portland,{Me

Seeds,

Tlerchnuta.

Fitted

Provisions,

DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOR SAKE.
300,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

B G.
fob25

complete with

the

I English Duplex, Oxford
| and Harvard Burners.

157 Commercial Nl„ Portland, Tie.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold on Chicago .Market on
Uiar3dtf
Margins. Correspondence invito

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

c. E. JOSE & co.

lltt

oolO_

100

CARRIAGES,

NEW AND SECOND

HAND,

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine. Phaetons,
Open & Top Buggies,
C.H.LAMSON
CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS
dtf

WAGONS,

Sole Agont for Portland and vicinity, for the sale of first-class
Bicycles, including tho Columbia’s, Harvard’s,Yule’s etc. Also,
agent for tho MARINE Bicycle,
the greatest novelty afloat.apl3atf

single and double, to be sold at once, singly or in
lots, for WM AT TUEY WILL BBlN©,at

A SAFE INVESTMENT.

FOR SAFE.

Exchange,

Vine Job Printing

FOB SALF.

PIWN,

Steamers

201 Middle Street,

the finest collection of

STREET,

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

With Ifcantful Potter?

TELEPHONE Nw. «55r.

Lift

^

Goods

styles.

TABLELAMPS

I’oiuuiittftiou

...

Muslin, embossed, fall gilt,

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 6 CENTS.

GENTLEMEN’S
Boots And Shoes in all the leading
sent byimafl, postage prepaid.

S. H. LAKMIAIE & CO.,

engravings.

specialty.

Office 73 Cross Street.

Chicago.

©rent Medical Treatise
and Cure of Exhausted
and
Debility, also on
Nervous
Physical
Vitality,
the Untold Miseries arising fromtbe Excesses of Ma;10O pages. Boyal Hmo. The very finest
ture Years.
125 invaluable Proscription#, for all
steel

a

BURNHAM & DYER
S. H DARMINIE,

A
or Self-Preservation.
on Manhood; the Cause

New York Goods

OLIVER DITSON <fc CO., Boston.

prepared to furnish Ice of supellor quality for families and offices from Kimball
Brook.
Also, I»OM> AND RIVER ILL,
are

WE

confer?

To the Editor of the Press:
It is evident that the Democrats and Greenbackers are secretly at work doing all they can
to elect their candidate lor Govornor the coming fall. It the Republicans go to work in

“BROOK

ICE.

Since then he has had no symptoms of
the return of tlie trouble. Here is a sick man
healed. What better results could have been ex-

Riverside, April 20,1882.

COCOA

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which
govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of

pipe-stem.

The Candidate for Governor.

DIRECTORY.

diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (3/a-lb and lb), labeled.

serious than his father’s. On the
the father advised the

pected? What greater benefit could medical science
The end was gained; that is surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy assures the public, by a reputation
which he cannot afford to forfeit or imperil, that
the “Favorite Remedy” does invigorate the Blood,
cures Liver, Kidney and Bladder complaints, as
well as all those diseases and weaknesses peculiar
to females. “Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” for !
sale by all druggists.
•
STTh&wlm
mch25
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Fine

At 421 CONGRESS

Exchange Sts.,
eodtf

EPPS’S

N.

[Monroe Advertiser.]
W ith all the General’s gayety and imagination, he is, and always has boon, sincerely a pious man, and never went into an
engagement
that he did not ask Divine assistance and favor.
Once, however, ho almost lost his gravity at
prayers held on the eve of a battle—the battle
of the Wilderness. One of the common soh'iers
was called on to pray, and men could
pray at
such times, knowing that within the next hour
or two one or more of them must be lying in
the dust. On this occasion the soldier began:
“0 Lord! thou knowest we are about to engage
in a terrible conflict, if you take a propor view
of the Bubject.” At this time the hearers lost
their gravity, and fought the battle of the Wilderness with their internal spirits giggling all
the way through.
At another time, when Gordon was about to
lead an attack at Petersburg, he and General
Heth and Borne others went into a little schoolSol Heth, the Genroom on the lines to pray.
eral’s brother and adjutant-general, who was
on
the
lookout
for
a
drink, was standing
always
a little way off, and Henry Peyton, one of General Lee’s staff, beckoned him to come to the
house and join them. Sol did not understand
their object, but totally misconceiving it, held
up his canteen and shaking it said, ‘‘No, I
thank you; I’ve just got hold of some.”

SALE BY

tiRATEFliL—COJIFORTINC.

Stock before Purchasing.

appearance of the disease
son to write to Dr. David

Two of General Gordon's Anecdotes.
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Garside’s
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New York Boots for Ladies’ wear, all widths,
sizes and half sizes.

Ladies’

INDIANA,

Boob Binders.
WSI. A. fllUKCY, Iteoia It, printer*
Bxdiukse No. tit Bxchaage Streets

assortments of

Slippers.

BOYD’S
Fine

MUNICIPAL

BUSINESS

CEO. A. CAY & CO.

widths,

leading styles.

Bays

“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur-

All

SPECIALTIES.

ME.,

dec31

stylish.

half sizes.

Woodmansee

GARDINER, ME.,

FOB

and

Fine New^York Boots for Ladies* wear, in all the

BONDS.

EVANSVILLE,

now

sizes and

febl8eodlyr

$l,UOO.

ME.,

dtl
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Street.

Middle

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.
The

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

HANSON,

SAMUEL

Cor. Middle &

Q-pyg. jjxjxrca-.

DANCE

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

Woodbury & Moulton

UTTErCdfe OO.,

(T.h/L.

CONCERT AND

EDUCATIONAL

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from Now York
Stock Exchange.

BATH,

BARGAINS.

SPECIAL

a

~

DEEDING,

<ltf

be celebrated by

MUNICIPAL

in

.

*

cause.

P.T.Barnum.tho groat Showman,

Dealers

Hall, Market Square, Portland,

Market

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Hums, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Spavin, and Lameness from
any

Timothy, Clover, Flax, Dun
garinn, iTIillet, Red Top, Blue Brass,
Lawn Grutm, Orchard Oram,
Barden, Flower, Bird Heeds, Ac.

It

n

feb'25

Mothers, Nurses

^”^8

—

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies. >1.00; to be
obtained of the committee, and at W. S. Banks'
Drug Store; F. K. Farrington, Middle street; Geo.
C. Frye, Congress street, and at the door.
Band Concert from 8 to 9. Grand March at 9. p.
m.
iTlunic by Chandler'* Band.
apl&dtd
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KENDALL & WHITNEY,

a. m

OF

FELLOWSHIP
will

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission ror casn or on margin.
Deposits raoeivrd.
Members
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances.
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
jan31eodtf

som

Daughter.

Company includes Joseph Whiting,
ISonifaec, E. L. Tilton, Joseph

Wilkes, W. 8. Daboll, W. H 8nyder, Adele
Belgarile, Lizzie Hudson, Hose Grabnin,
Little Qeorgie, Archie 4‘owper.

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

No. 516 Congress St.

Daughter

COMBINATION !

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.;

__

organized

ever

TNT CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, April 26th, 1882.

Henry

Little,

ap22d3t

For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Sec’y and Trent*.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

No.

It Stun lie fel

Hall open at 3

Two Nights, Monday and Tuesday, April 24lh A £5til.

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. PayBOn, W. II. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

STO O KLS

FANCY GOODS.

apl5S,W&w2w

^lyaugSl

Deposit Co.,

Chartered in 1875 by the Legiala’ture of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL,
of SAFES in if* FIRE and
RURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

Special deposits

on

ard, entitled the

eodtf

mcli7

Portland Safe

Hull

i J. W. COLLIER,.Manager.
Under the Auspices of A. M. PALMER, Esq. of
the UNION 8QUAKE THEATRE, NEW
YORK, in the Romantic Play by Bronson How-

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

cts.

Dolman and Sack Cloths, also elegant goods for men’s and boys’
suits such as Tricots, Diagonals, Granite, Yacht Cloth, Police Cloth, and
Scotch Mixtures.
12 pieces White Figured French Cloaking, for Infants and ChilPrice
dren. The largest and best variety ev r shown in this market.
from $3.50 to $8.50 per yard.

an

--

--

--

SWAN &

WOOLEN DEPARTMENT.

ASldS"cOH^Tan»NPPUS?ER.

!

NEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

-FOR SALE BF-

We call the special attention of oar patrons to onr stock of Black
and Colored Silks and Satins. We purchase these goods direct from the
importers, and, consequently, can compete in prices with any retai lestablishment in America.
We have just opened 25 pieces of Rhadames, in colors, superb
goods, which wo offer at $1.75 per yard; never offered at retail less
than $2.
10 pieces Foulard Satin, magnificent designs.
20 pieces Moree Satin, in colors, at $1.25.
10 pieces Brocade and Satin Stripe, extra heavy, at $1.75; marked
down from $2.50.

Wj

Hitiinfion.

for tlie benefit of the Reform Club.
p. m. Admission Free.

our extensive

of

hold

In 8ouh of

BONDS.

I«tail

starting

Admioi.u 33 Cent*. Tickets for sale by
Comrades and at the door. Reserved seats 33 cents
For sale at Stockbridge’s one week In advance.
dtd
aj>13

Tuesday Afternoon k Evening, April 25,

14 WALL ST., NEW YORK.
apl5 19 22

SILKS AND SATINS.

HAVE BEEN IMITATED,
And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.
C-A-P-C-I-TT-E is correctly spelled.

Recruit.
!

and Oyster Supper
Apron Sale Temperance

72 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON.

TTTESUAlY, APRIL 18

special bargains in each department
stock of spriug goods as follows:

We shall oiler

—

THE LADIES’ AID SOCIETY

—. —-

BENSON'S
CAPCINE
PLASTERS

ZDxxt oil
Elegant Tableaux

will

OINT

THE

AS

—

-BY-

luce magic.
W. Dee says:

For scalds and bums It has no equal
PERRY DAVIS* PAIN KTT-XER is not
For forty years
a new untried remedy.

The marriage of Sarah Bernhardt is very nat_
urally filling the English papers with
and the suddenness with which the news burst
upon London has quite taken its breath away;
for apparently the utmost secrecy had been
maintained. The ceremony took place at St.

there can be no reasonable doubt but he would
be elected by an old fashioned Republican ma
jority. The benefit he has rendered to the
State, his sterling worth, his honesty and integrity to Republican principles, commend him
to a large majority of the good people of this
RState.

Kontln

good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
It to ho

ftO per

reduces the i«sue
cent, each year.

COLLINS

CHARLIE

for the

Block in held in Trust
Bond holders.

great Military

X65

Semi-Annually

Interest

obligation of the Railroad Co.

Direct

From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen its magic effects, ana know

Bernhardt’s Marriage.

of the Kennebec. We are not limited for good
men for the important place;
every section of
the State has them. I think the wishes of the
people would be to see the Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr. selected as their standard bearer, and

1891.

entitled

>

(American Loan and Trust co.TTeustees.)

Due

Special Bargains

61

the

announce

Drama

—

Toledo,

applications maoe lor patents
are very amusing, but however funny .the idea
is
it
if
only original with the applicant, the
The rights of the
patent can be secured.
American inventor are sacred, and no commissioner of patents dare infringe upon them. It
will be sad news to many a prudent housewife
to learn that every lime she pricks a hole in an
egg with a pin she is violating the patent of an
American inventor, but such is the case.
Years ago an inventive genius devoted himself
to discovering a method to prevent eggs from
He
cracking during the process of boiling.
solved the problem by pricking a pin hole in
one end of the egg, through which the air in
the shell was allowed to escape, and this pinhole he duly patented according to law. Precisely how he managed to collect his royalty is
a mystery, but the fact remains that he has a
legal claim on every pinhole made in an egg
An application has recently
before boiling.
been made through Muhn & Co., for the patent of a machine to prevent young orphan
chickens from being lonely. This in an invention which should, and probably will, commend
itself to Mr. Bergh. The inventor claims that
hundreds of chickens hatched out in the artificial incubators become lonely because they
miss the “cluck! cluck!” of the mother hen,
which is the lullaby of all well regulated chickens hatched in the natural way, and many are
killed by this loneliness.
He has arranged a
system of clock-work which produces a noise
somewhat similar to that of the ben, which he
proposes to attach to the incubator, and on
this machine the patent is asked.
A patent
was issued on a clog for fowls, designed to preIt
veni them from scratching in gardens.
consists of a wire in ths shape of a hairpin,
at
the
the
This
is
to
attached
points.
sharp
feet of the fowl in such a way that when it attempts to scratch the points enter the ground
and prevent the claws from reaching it. Hens
have ever been the subject of much patient
A nest dethought on the part of inventors.
signed to deceive them into laying more than
the one egg daily which every respectable
bird contributes to the farmer’s larder has
been devised and patented.
It has a false
bottom, through which the egg drops as soon
as laid, and the patient hen, feeling that she
has failed in her duty, proceeds to lay another and another until her treasure
becomes exA
hausted or she discovers the deception.
beehive has been
patented, the doors of
which are attached to the henroost in such a
manner that when the fowls go to roost
they
close the hive and thus secure the inmates
the
of
and
at
the
bee
against
ravages
moth,
daylight, when the hen leaves the roost, the
hive doors are opened and the bees are at liberty. Even the faithful horse has been made
the subject of optical delusion by the inventors
A patent has been secured for what is known
as a horse fence. It consists simply of a wire
frame placed over the head of a horse, so that
when he approaches a fence with the laudable
desire of jumping it he mistakes it for part
of the fence and concludes that it is too high
for him to leap. These are some of the curiosities of the patent office. The reader who desires to investigate the subject further is respectfully referred to that highly interesting
collection of literature known as the “Patent
Office Reports.”

was

OF THE

2, G. A. R.

Post No.

respectfully

would

some oi me

know what he

l7,

CITYHAL

AMUSING PATENTS.

to

ENTERTAINMENTS

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

M1SCELLANE0US

First

blocks of Treasury Stock iu reli ible Colorado
Mining Com panics,

AT

BED-ROCK PUICES,
a margin for enormous
profits to tho
purchaser. Address till 23d lust.,
H
b and
CHAS. W. BUCK, Portland, Me.
1
d3t
ap20
InXbStlyl
Which have

MAINE

STATE

PRISON.

mh27_

dim

THE SCYTHE SHOP

THE STROUT CASE.

Money—The Wholesale Grocery TradeCountry Produce—Fresh Beef—

Mayor Libby Makes His Opening

THE PRKSS.
SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 22.

CITY AND

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTEKTAINMENTS.

Apron Sale

and

Oyster Supper.

MISCELLANEOUS

NOTICES.

Correspondence—B. Ponce,

Merry -4.
Coe—4.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Harvard Examinations for Women.
The Merry Hatter.
Those New Knox—Coe.
Hawks and OwIb Wanted—T. B. Davis.
Lost—Gold Cross.
Children’s

Clothing—C. J.

Farrington.

& F. R.

THE
The local money market yesterday was a
shade easier than on the previous day, but the
difference was too slight to affect transactions.
The bank discount rate was 0 per cent.; call
loans 5 to 0 per cent. The stock market opened weak but closed with a slight upward ten-

dency. There was no change in local municipal bonds, but Maine Central stock was a

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

The Boston market was also
little firmer.
quiet and easier with light transactions in
money and stocks.
The wholesale grocery trade of Portland can
as fairly active, with a good prospect ahead for some time. Orders come forward liberally from the interior, the country
dealers doubtless feeling that
should any
take place it will be to their adchange

reported

be

Correspondence.
The following correspondence will explain
itself:
Boston, April 10, 1882.

Mr. E. Ponce—Dear Sir: Your advertisement
and use of the name “E. Ponce's Normanda"
cigars is an infringement of our trade mark
for which we shall hold you accountable unless
its use is discontinued at once.
Yours respectfully,
Estabrook. & Eaton,
By their At’ty, Godfrey Morse, per J. E. L.
ponce’s reply.
Messrs. Estabrook <1 Eaton, of Boston,—If
you think I do not know the difference between
a trade mark and a label you had better call on
I guess
tone and 1 will show yen that I do.
where the trouble is, my cigars are too good
and I sell them for too low a price.
Yours respectfully,
E. Ponce, Cigar Dealer,
Corner Exchange and Middle streets, Portland, Me.
Coe is sole agent for
York.

Knox Hats of

New

_

The Glory of Women
are luxuriant hair and fine teeth. The first is
secured by J. & E. Atkinson’s Balsam of
White Roses, and the latter preserved by
their Quinine Powder.
SW&w
up22

Merry.

Entire New Silk Hat $3.50.

Boys—Get

one

of

Merry’s

bidder.

Trunks and Bags low. Cor, the Hatter.
Boys’ Gloves received
& Co’s.

today

at

Owen, Moore
ap20-3t

Cor has the best $1.00 Hat.
Triumphant.
Mrs. Seigfried, Marion, 0., says Thomas’
Eclectric Oil was triumphant in her case;
she used it lor a a severe cold and pain inside,
and was relieved in a lew minutes.
dlw
apl7
Buy your hat to-day of Coe, the Hatter.
go, but before they go we wish to inform them and everybody else that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
continues to win the day in curing Coughs,
Price, 35
Colds, and all difficult breathing.

Kearney says the Chinese

must

Trial bottles, 10 cents.
MWS&wlw

and 75 cents.

apl7

If you are Ruined
in health from any cause, especially from the
use of any of the thousand nostrums that promise so largely, with long fictitious testimonials, have no fear. Resort to Hop Bitters at
once, and in a short time you will have the
moat

robust and blooming health.
eod&wtf

aprl5

Forty Years’ Experience o) an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their chilIt relieves the child from pain, cures
and diarrhma, griping in the bowels,
and wind-cellc. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.

dren.

dysentery

a

dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.

Superior Court.
before

judge bosket.

Friday.—Pomeroy C. Soulo ys. Daniel C. Reed.
Action upon two promissory notes, one for $26,
date'? March 16,1876, given to Josiah Merrill, and
^the other for $10.69, dated March 27. 1876, given
to E. P. Oxnard. Both notes were negotiated to
plaintiff after maturity.
Defense, as to the $26 note, that there was a total
failure of consideration. As to the second note,
that by a mistake the note was made five dollars too
large. The balance defendant admitted to be due.
Verdict for the plaintiff for $42.93.
S. L. Carleton for deft.
W. Thompson for plff.
The jury were excused finally.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

James Bradley and
Search and seizue. Fined $100

hgUiDAY.—Peter E. Deehan,

James McCluskey.
each and costs. Appealed.
James E. Bradley. Nuisance. Bound over in the
sum of $1000 to grand jury May term.
Daniel Carrigan. Assault. Fined $1 and costs.

Brief Jottings.
MerClouds, sunshine and rain yesterday.
cury 43° at sunrise, 50° at noon, 40° at sunset;
wind west.
Cloudman bronzed the Lincoln Park fountain

yesterday.

Sun-

Rev. Dr. McKeown preaches
day in review of the year past.
President Jackson of the Maine Central authorizes us to say there is no truth in the above
sermon

rumor.

*

Marshal Bridges and deputies seized liquor
at Cornelius Conuellan’s yesterday.
There will be a very large party present at
the Odd Fellows’ ball in City Hall next Wednesday evening. Get tickets at once.
The Fobes scows and dredges were towed to
Mooseapeck Wednesday by llietug L. A. Belknap.
The Auburn Light Infantry will make a
return visit to Lynn in June as the guests of
the Lynn Light Infantry.
The Windham Agricultural and Horticultural Society will hold their annual cattle show
and fair at Windham Centre, October 4th.
Messrs. Thompson & Hall of this city are
putting up a factory at Jay bridge for canning

vegetables.
The City hotel is receiving a thorough renovation. New carpets are being put down and
nearly all the rooms will ha freshly painted.
Messrs. Curtis & Mitchell of Freeport have
contracted to build eight scows, two of which
have already been commenced at their yard at
Mast landing.
The schooner Eddie Pierce of this port,
owned by C. A. Dyor, has arrived at New
York, the first Portland vessel to arrive with a
lot of fresh mackerel.
C. H. Lamson will make the class ring for
A handsome
Westbrook Somiuary this year
seal ling with ’82 cut on the stone has been

*

chosen.
It is rumored that there is to be a sjeamer
the
run between Damariscotta and Portland
coming season. The gentleman who has this
enterprise in viewisisaidto be a thorough practical engineer, and understands his business.
The poles between Biddeford and Ports-

mouth have been purchased and telephone
wires stretched. The line was tested yesterday. Soon we shall have telephone connection between Portland and Boston.
Albert Webb & Co. of Portland, have leased
the necessary land for a term of years of Peter
Jordan, Esq., and willeroct this summer buildings requisite to carry ou the canning of sweet
corn

at Casco.

Yesterday morning Mr. Charles
aged gentleman visiting on Forest

Gardner an
Street was
from St. John

crossing the lane that leads
street to the powder house lot as a passenger
The locomotive
train came dashing along.
whistled and Mr. Gardner had just time to
clear the track as the train dashed by within
two feet of him. It was a very narrow escape
from instant death.
A very pleasant and enjoyable sociable was
held Thursday evening in the vestry of State
street church. At 7.30 supper was served in
the lower ve6try after which some very delightful music was furnished by that splendid
quartette composed of Messrs.[Coyle and Stockand Mrs. Chase and Goudy with Mr.

bridge

Miss O’Brion also
Marston as accompanist.
delighted all present by her brilliant playing,
a8 also did Miss Davis by Jber skilful handling
of the violin.
Rumors are afloat that there is a prospect of
the consolidation of the Eastern, Maine CenAmerican railtral, and European & North
roads, thus making a through line from Boston
to St. John and that the prospect of having the
Buperintendency of tb© consolidated roads is
what induced Superintendent Tucker to decline the recent offer of the Northern Pacific.

-^Lewiston Journal.

The stock of cheeso for home consumption is
light and prices are firm. New cheese ought
to come forward from the West very soon;
at present the market is nearly bare of domestic manufacture.
During the winter the ex-

ports of Canada andWestern cheese by steamer
to Liverpool has been very large, the exports
for March being over 41,000 boxes. Eggs are
scarce and at higher prices than usual at this
year;

but the market is fluctuAt present the demand
The high prices may be
that as meats have

become dear, eggs have been adopted largely
and the consumption has ina substitute,
creased. Beans continue scarce. Good pea
beans will quickly bring 53.85 per bushel in
as

this market.
Large quantities of European
boans have been sold here during the past
winter, and they have served to keep the
price of the popular domestic esculent within
reach of the average consumer. The maple
sugar crop is reported as light and not in very
Small cakes sell at 12 to 14
liberal supoly.
cents, and syrup weighing 11 pounds to the
gallon, in cans, rules at 51 per gallon.
The market for fresh beef is quiet, with a
The present high prices
steady demands.
have somewhat curtailed consumption, but
the orders come forward pretty well. Beef is

reported as very scarce in the West, but
supply for our local market and to meet

the
the

demand of the interior towns that have come
to look to Portland as a certain distributing
point, has been maintained fairly. First class
grain fed beef commanded from 7 1-2 to 8 1-4
cents for four quarters and 131-2 to 141-2
cents for hind quarters yesterday. Dealers anticipate high prices all summer, for several

First, the really high cost of grain
feed and an actual scarcity of cattle in the
reasons:

The first cause must continue until
West.
the price of cornels reduced by the new crop;
the second may be modified somewhat by the
advent of grass-fed Southern cattle in the

July; but their
they will not be
brought East in sufficient quantities to affect
It is said that good
the market materially.
Western markets early in
quality will be inferior and

young breeding cattle command high prices
in Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin; and we
heifers have been
are told that many choice
purchased at the East for breeding purposes
in those States, as the price for such is lower
here than there. With all these conditions to
contend with, added to the constant demand
from abroad, the prospect of cheap beef for
several months to come is not encouraging.
The boot and shoe business is just at its
height and manufacturers and jobbers are
busy. The new samples are being placed in
the hands of buyers and orders for fall goods
in quite freely. The principal
are coming
field for Portland trade is the States of Mainei
New Hampshire and Vermont, though some
houses manufacture largely for Western consumption! and the goods are sent direct to
agents who control distribution in that section.
Without exception the report is that the
volume of business is quite as large as last
year; some of the dealers experience an increase, and those who have enlarged their
facilities for producing have fully realized
The contheir anticipations of a larger trade.
dition of things in the West is favorable to a
market at good prices, with an indications of an advance later in the season in consequence of the firm tone of raw material. The
New England market is in good condition with
promises of quick sales and quick returns.

steady

Municipal Court.

a

which has ruled high o£ late, is. now a little
weaker, in anticipation of the arrival of the
supplies of new from the Wo3t before long.

of the

Personal.
Hollis E. (Rand is going to Newburyport to
be manager of the Mutual Union Telegraph
Company, in that city.
Bishop Henry W. Warren of Atlanta, Ga.,
has consented to hold the New Hampshire
Conference, and will probably hold the Maine
and East Maine Conferences for Bishop Foss.
We regret to learn that Hon. W. W. Cross,
while in Portland on business, was taken seriously ill, with threatened fever. He is at the
residence of his relative, Capt. Whit Sawyer.
Mr. J. C. Corey, lately night telegraph operator at the Eastern railroad station in this city,
has been transferred to the train dispatcher’s
office in Boston, and his placo filled by W. H.
Cutter of Portland.
Bishop Healy of Portland, will visit Thomtour
aston, May 2d, during his annua!
He will hold a serthrough his diocese.
vice in St. John the Baptist church, in the
evening of the day o! his visit.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr. read a paper entitled, "The Beginnings of Portland,” before
the Fraternity Club in St. Stephen’s vostry
A large audience was
Thursday evening.

present.
Mr. Edwin R. Starbird, for several years
connected with the Eastern Express Company
in this city, and more recently with Smith,
Tibbetts & Co., has been appointed a letter
carrier in the Portland post office,

ter upon his duties

next

and will en-

Monday.

The many friends o' Mr. Timothy Wolcott,
formerly proprietor of the United States Hotel>
in l his city, and later of the Ocean House,
Cape Elizabeth, will be pained to learn of his
death, which occurred Wednesday afternoon,
his residence in North Conway.
Dr. Matthew D. Mann, tne cmineut gyneologist, who came from New York some time
ago, with a view to making Hartford his home,
and who has been very extensively consulted
by our physicians in cases requiring a specialist
of this order, is about to leave for Buffalo. A
very honorable call to a professorship of the
medical college there, and a general assurance
by the profession of that city, of his great acceptability to them, are inducements few could
resist. He leaves here, in his-place, Dr. P. H.
Ingalls of Portland, Me., a gentleman who has
for two years assisted Prof. Thomas of New
York in his hospital, and who brings strong
recommendations from Thomas, Emmett, and
the leading specialists for woman’s diseases in
New York city.—[Hartford Courant.
at

Mi83 Annie Louise Cary.
letter from Miss Cary, of April 14th,
she says, "I have waited, hoping to have
something pleasant to write. The doctor is
hopeful, but the improvement is very slight.
Even after these two weeks of the best care
and treatment, it is utterly impossible to sing
In

TESTIMONY

FOB DEFENCE IN

^PROGRESS.
The Supreme Court, Judge Symonds,
in yesterday morning, at 10 o’clock.

came

The

court-room was, of course, crowded all day,
the audience including many ladies.
The counsel for the plaintiff announced that
their side of the case was closed, and Mr. Libcounsel for the defendants, proceeded to ad-

by

dress the jury in opening. He called attention
to the liability to overlook the safe-guards
which the law throws around persons who occupy the position of the defendants. Whether
before the court on a civil or
are

they

brought

criminal chargo, the fact remains the same
that tho burden of proof rests with the plaintiff. The law says that every accusation shall
stand or fall on its own foundation, and it is
to introduce evidence of the bad
not

competent

previous acts of the defendants.
College hazing is not looked upon by the out.

character or

While it will excuse
favor.
something, it, at tho same time, is demanded
that the rights of persons and the limits of the
But we should not
law be not overstepped.
side world

with

denounce the frivolity and foolishof boys. These young men are.entitlod to
be tried before the jury on the charge simply
which is brought against them. He cautioned
the jury not to satisfy their consciences by saying that they will do the public a service by
making these young men an example; that,
although they may not be guilty of this, they
have done other acts which deserve punishment, and thus strike an average of their misdeeds. Certain evidence, he said, had been introduced, which would have a tendency to
mislead the jury; that is. a general showing of
past misdemeanors. This issue has been made,
Ibbs on who threw the piece of coal by which
young Strout’s eye was hurt, than the extent
and nature of hazing at Bowdoin College. Evidence has not been introduced that the seven
defendants wounded Strout, but that some of
them have, at ether times, been present at and
in some way connected with a hazing affair. In
face of the declaration of the counsel for the
plaintiff, that they would satisfy you by a combination of circumstances so strong and convincing that the conclusion could not be escaped that these young men are responsible for
tho injury to Strout, I ask if they have done it.
If these seven defendants had not come into
the room of the plaintiff a few minutes after
he was injured, there would not have been a
shadow of suspicion that they were the guilty
Instead of offering proof they say that
ones.
the bad character of the defendants in the past
is the basis of the demand that they be found
guilty. Whoever threw the stone did it on his
own responsibility. If you had never sat in a
court room and had heard it said that for a single blow, inflicted by a single arm, seven persons were to be held responsible, you would
naturally ask for the reason. That “tall young
man with the round top hat’’ is alone responsible. But they say that the defendants conWhere is the proof of the
spired together.
first word exchanged between two of them
even, to say nothing of the seven, whereby
they agreed with one another to commit this
outrage? They say that this has been a practice with the defendants, and that because
Thornton was injured by a brick the week before by a crowd of half the college, these seven
This evidence was
students injured Strout.
admitted by the Court in the promise of counsel that they would show a direct connection
of these previous acts with the Strout affair,
but they have failed to do it. Where does the
evidence in this case come from? Nearly all
from the admissions of the students, frankly
The demade to the president of the college.
fendants have, in all those cases, promptly and
fully denied all connection with the injury of
The character and future of
young Strout.
these seven defendants are as dear to them as
is his character and future to the plaintiff. Yet
they would have you believe that the testimony of these seven young men is not to be credited; that they have deliberately lied, and are
On the
now about to perjure themselves.
night in question, the crowd was after cider.
in
North
rooms
Appleton Hall
They visited
and also in South Appleton.
They gained admission courteously, and did nothing but search
for evidences of a freshman congregation for
The rules
the purposes of drinking cider.
among the students may be foolish, but they
exist. Bringing cider on the college grounds
by tbe Jfreshmen is regarded as a direct challenge to sophomores to take it away from
them. This "was their purpose in being out
that night, not to commit a dangerous assault
Mr. Libby then reviewed
upon Mr. Strout.
the evidence in the case fully. He occupied in
all over an hour and a half in opening.
The first witness for the defense was Noah
B. K. Pettengill, one of the defendants, a
member of the junior class of Bowdoin college.
He testified that he remembered the night of
the assault. He did not go up with the party.
He came round the corner of Appleton with
the rest. There was no appreciable stop at the
steps. Packard went out fifteen feet from the
He stopped long
path, but not out of sight.
He camo
enough to glance at the windows.
back in half a minute or less. He first heard
He had
forenoon.
the
next
of Strout’s injury
no connection with it. He had no knowledge
of any combination to injure any one that
night and attempted no injury. Sweetsir staid
down stairs. He talked with deputy sheriff
Parker when he came toserve the writ. Parker said, “one pf you seven boys threw that
The
coal, and we know tbe one that did it.
best thing he can do is to go to Portland and
see Mr. Strout.” I said to him, “You are
meddling with something that is none of your
affairs.” On cross examination the witness
said that on the night of the assault he read
the papers in tbe reading room until 9 o’clock.
He then started to go upstairs to his room,
south end of main hall.
Dunning came up
and said that a freshman was coming on the
ground witb cider. He went to Dunning's
room, then came down Btairs to find the freshmen. He was joined by the other six defendHe met four or five toants on the campus.
gether near the north end of Winthrop hall.
We were afterwards joined by Perham. We
separated and I went to one of the entrances.
It was half an hour before we came together.
We separated spontaneously. We met at the
nerth end of Winthrop hall. There were eight
I
in all. the seven defendants and Perham.
waited for the others to come up to find whethwith
cider.
freshman
.the
er they had seen the
We then passed down the path to Main Hall.
the cidwith
one
the
If we had seen
the
cider.
in
er, we intended to share
it
“Was
To the question
purpose
your
if you saw the man With the cider to follow it
to the room when it was carried?” the answer
was “Cannot state; don’t know what my purpose was." As we saw no one we determined to
First we went
go to the freshmen’s rooms.
We went into no
along Wmthrop Hall.
said
The party
rooms there.
they had seen
We went by Main to
all the freshmen there.
The rooms
the north end of Appleton Hall.
We visited two
here were the first entered.
of
end
north
rooms at the
Appleton Hall, and
Some one inquired,
looked into a third.
“Have you got any cider?” No one suggested going to tbe south end of Appleton Hall but we
went, passing along the westerly side. It took
perhaps half a minute to gq down. We were
I never went alone to
talking and laughing.
a fie3hnaa’s room for tbe purpose of sharing
cider. We went together on account of cusAfter passing through the posts at the
tom.
south end of Appleton Hall I saw each one of
the party till they went inside the door. Packard stepped out in line from the end of the
building. Packard was gone perhaps fifteen
seconds. I di d not go to Strout’s room. I
I hoard no
went up stairs and met the party.
remark about a freshman wanting to know
I went up two more
what ailed Strout.
Came down and the party
flights to a room.
I
went along to the back
dispersed.
practically
side of the building to my room. I saw no one
else at the south end of Appleton Hall, heard
no one, heard no noise, no’ crashing of glass
that evening. On tbe night of the Thornton
Twenty-five were out that
affair I was out.
night. Was present when Butler's, Thornton’s and Lee’s windows were broken. Orders
were given “lights out” and then the windows
were smashed.
The witness was sill on the stand when the
court adjourned at noon.
This afternoon thejease was continued by tbe
defense, Pettengill on the stand, under cross
examination. He testified that he is a member of the Zeta Psi and Phi Chi societies. Six
of tbe defendants are members of the former
The latter society is
and five of tbe latter.
Strout
composed of the three upper classes.
Interwas not a member of either society.
is
a
of
what
not
is
part
strictly
cepting cider
The
witness
then
exfreshmen.
called hazing
plained from a plan the exact position of Packard when he stepped out from the party before
going to Strout’s room. Packard was in full
view all tbe time. On the nights previously
referred to members of the other college societies were out.
Edward .T. Merriman, a druggist in Brunswick, testified that ho v as at a restaurant in
Brunswick on the night referred to by deputy
sheriff Parker. He sat at a table with Mr. Fay
Clark, one of the defendants,
of Boston.
Ha* said that
came in and spoke to Mr. Fay.
there had been some trouble at the college;
been injured,
son
had
tl at a Portland lawyer’s
that seven students were to be arrested for it
There was
and tliat he was one of the seven.
other conversation but the witness did not reit
was.
what
member
Ernest C. Smith, another of the defendants,
He testified to
was then called to the s'.and.
the circumstances of the night on which Strout
tho
same
as
Pottensubstantially
was hurt,

sweepingly

a

note, or rarely to speak above a whisper.
If I get well I can give those Maine concerts
from the 20th to the 28th of J one. My last
engagement is on the lGth of June, at Chi-

one

cago.”
The directors of the hospital met josterday
and voted to have the concert in June, and to
refund the money to any persons possessing
tickets, who are not satisfied with the arrangement. The concert will probably be given the
week beginning the 26th of June.
Y. M. C. A. Public Meetings.
The managers of the Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association have arranged for the

holding of two important public mootings next
week, as follows: Wednesday, at 7.30 p. m.>
at State streot Congregational church; Thursday, at 7.30 p. m., at Chestnut street M. E.
church; at which the work of Young Men’s
Christian Associations will bo fully explained
and

an effort made to raiso funds for the securof better quarters and the enlargement of
the work of the Portland association. The
meetings will bo addressed by Messrs. S. M.
Sayford, E. K. Remington, and H. M. Moore

ing

of Massachusetts.
The fine choirs of each
church will render appropriate selections.

gill.

Charles H. Cunning, another of the defendclass of Bowdoin
ants, a member of the junior
College, testified that on the night of the injuhe saw a freshman in
ry to young Strout,
Townsend’s store; that hearing him use the
that he was to buy
inferred
he
word “cider”
He then went to Bradley’s room, and
some.
after going to my room went to the north end
Went to his room and stayed
of Winthrop.
half an hour. Then went to north end of Appleton, and from there to the south end. Ho
told Pettengill, Sweetsir, Clark and Phinney
what took place in Townsend’s store. Dunning’s testimony in relation to what took place
in the north end of Appleton, and as to what
happened in Strout’s room corroborated that of
Pettengill and Smith. On the night of the
Thornton affair he was out, but took no part.
Went up to his room to advise him to put his
He (Dunlight out, and found him injured.
ning) put his light out. Ho remained with
him and bathed his head with cold water.
Witness stated that he was a member of the
Psi Upsilou Fraternity, a literary society,
whose object was not to do hazing.
Court adjourned.

hard to determine. It cannot be called comedy, it is not at all extravaganza, and there
are some touohes of what is meant for emotional drama.
We think the professor himself
would have some difficulty in classing it. However “a rose by any other name” and therefore
when we say that the large audience was convulsed for the most of the evening it is unis
necessary to show how, and where, the play
faulty in construction. It is enough to know
that the audience was pleased, that, from the
rising or

tue

curtain

ana

tne

sirama

^

to its final fall with Daisy enfolded
in the embrace of her lover and the villain in
the hands of the detective, the house rang
with merriment and plaudits. In fact, at the
close of the third act the audience called Mr.
Gillette (the Professor) and Miss Belle Jackson (Daisy Brown) while they insisted on the
raising of the curtain at the end of the second
act.
The play like all of its kind is too long.
There is no apparent connection in the scones.
Some of the dialogue that is allotted to the
professor is funny, a gooddoal is stale repartee,
and more of it is fiat. But for all that it takes.
There are some pretty scenes—the brook scene
is fair—and there is some good singing. The
actors make the most of their parts—and that
is very little for them to do—and dress prettily.
All the characters are deliciously absurd and
do absurd things. Miss Jackson is a pretty,
modest, simple Daisy, Miss Morant makes a
boisterous Estelle, Miss Taylor a quiet, ladylike Mrs. Elliott, Misses
Bailey, Melville,
Weaver, Ottenque and Moore are all pretty
Mr. Butler is a very amusing
and gushing.
Gustavus—his scene with Grace in the woods
being very funny—and the other characters
being sufficiently well taken. Of course Mr.
Gillette was quiet and natural as the Professor.
The music by the orchestra was excellent.
The matinee will begin at 2.30 to-day.
’G1-’G5.”
Another first rate house greeted tho Grand
Army boys at City Hall last evening. The

“Upidee,”

and tableaux^ were
prison
provocative of immense applause while
Charlie Collins, ably supported by the entire
Remember tocompany, |mado lots of fun.
night the last performance will be given.
battle and

scones

BANKER’S DAUGHTER.
Tuesday the Collier
Next Monday and
Union Square combination—one of the companies that possesses the authority te play
pieces which have proved successful on the
boards of the Union Square Theatre, New
York--will appear at Portland Theatre in
THE

Howard’s “Banker’s Daughter” which had
such an immense run in New York, and drew
such a brilliant audience in Portland last
The play is a very strong society
season.
drama of unflagging interest from first to last,
and is thoroughly clean in language, business
It is of the emotional class,
and suggestion.
well lighted with genteel comedy which follows the serious scenes like sunshinej and
breeze together. The parting of the husband
the duel is a very strong
and wife after
dramatic situation.
NOTES.

John E. Ince went to see Anna JJicKinson a
“Hamlet.” Somebody asked him how he was
pleased. “She’s all right,” said he. "I like
her well enough; but she’s got a bad play. Len
Grover ought to tlx it up for her.”—flew York
Mirror.
Grover is writing up the “Frozen Deep for
Wheelock in first rate shape.
Mr. R. M. Field, manager of the Boston
Museum, has purchased for his house a new
piece by Sims of London and also some French
comedieB.
Patti may accept Mapleson’s terms for next
season in America.
Miss |Dickinson threatens to drop out of
male attire and public notice together. There
seems to .have been some kind of a mistake
A Philadelphian
about her impersonations.
who told her he had seen her Hamlet was corof
Thorns,’ she
rected. “It was my ‘Crown
said.
Mr. Leslie Gossin, a good and experienced
actor formerly of Portland, has a play which
he is anxious to produce, because he believes
the story is very strong. There is only one difficulty about it—that while not political in
tone, it deals with some of the incidents in our
recent war. The last scene or picture is the
entry of the Northern troops into New Orleans
after its capture. This, it is feared will wound
the feelings of the people south of what was
once Mason and Dixon's line. The conclusion
has therefore been reached, when the play
goes South, of making the concluding scene
the Confederate troops into
the entry of
Fredericksburg after the defeat of the Yankees.
This is, indeed, an admirable idea, and the
play is likely to be well advertised through it.

^Habeas Corpus.
before Judge Sywrit of habeas cormonds yesterday upon
pus in a suit against I. D. Sawyer, et al. alleging false imprisonment in the county jail.
From the evidence it appeared that on the
evening of April 10, Constables Barbour and
Stephen D. Hall visited the dwelling house of
Eben Dow was

brought
a

Dow on Green street that the former had an execution in favor of I. L. Blethen, and the latter
had an execution in favor of another party,
both against Dow. The door being unfastened Barbour walked into Dow’s sitting room*
whereupon Dow left the room as Barbour
claimed after being arrested, but a3 Dow claimed before Barbour could arrest him, and passed
into a private room, where he was concealed
from Barbour, who supposing Dow had left the

house, went out into the back yard.
By this time both outside doors were locked.
Hall then went to the front door and demanded entrance, when Dow’s wife told him if he
had a criminal process he could enter, otherwise not. Without answering her question he
broke open the front door staving off its hinghim
es, went in, arrested Dow and committed
to jail, where he has been confined until to-day.
Barbour returned his execution to the jailer
the next morning with a return of arrest on
the same.

Judge Symonds after hearing the evidence

parties,decided that both arrests
by
clearly illegal and discharged Dow to go
both

offered
were

without day.
Hon. J. J. Perry appeared for Dow and
Clarence Hale, Esq., for respondent.
K. Of P.
Yesterday the Grand Officers Knights of
Pythias received official notice from the
.Supreme Chancellor Geo. "W. Lindsey of Balti*
the death of Supreme Keeper of
more of
Records and Seal, Joseph Dowdall, which occurred at his home in ColumbU3, Ohio, April
7th. Mr. Dowdall assumed the duties of his
office in 1874 at a time when the clouds of
doubt and uncertainty hung dark and heavily
At
over the horizon of the struggling Order.
the time of his death he was Grand Keeper of
Records and Seals for Ohio, and a grand representative to the Sovereign Grand Lodge of
Odd Fellows. As a tributo to his memory
Grand Chancellor Wyer Greene has recommended that the charters of the subordinate
lodges in this jurisdiction be draped in mourning for tho space of sixty day>. The Supremo
Chancellor has appointed P. G. C. J. J. Ward
of Baltimore to fill the

unexpired

term.

“An Exceedingly Fine Craft.”
The Cape Ann Advertiser of tho 21st inst
says: “Schooner Fannie A. Sparling of Portland, Me., put into this port Friday last to get
her seine boats and attracted much attentionShe is

a

fine

craft

with

overhanging

stern,

resembling a yacht both in hull and rig
She is built of white
than a fishing vessel.
oak, aud cheek knees, heavy trailboards and
fashion pieces have been done away with; and
while built very strong in every particular is
more

very

graceful in

lier finish.

She was built at

by George Christenson, is
80 tons aud was modeled by Joseph H. Dyer of
Portland, who carried out several ideas of her

Keunebunk, Me.,

Sho is comowner, A. M. Smith of Portland.
manded by Capt. B. H. Spurling, and presented a handsome appearance as she sailed
out of the harbor Saturday, with all bor canvas

set.”
_

An Increase in Our

Population.
who is taking the

Mr. John M. Stevens,
census of those resident in Portland between
fcrtB and twenty-one years of age, says lie
throks there must bo a great increase of population over last year. Then he found thirtyseven houses vacant in the district lying simon parallel streets between Mnnjoy and
Franklin stroets. This year in the same district but five are empty.
Uptown routs are
Mr. Stevens says a great deal of
very scarce.
this rush is no doubt owing to people moving
here from the country and to the contracts of
the Portland Company, Portland Stove Foun-

ply

dry and other industries.
Refunding the Debt of Belfast.
The city government of Belfast has voted to
issue i per cent. 1040 year bonds, for the purThe bonds
pose of refunding the city debt.
are to be secured by a mortgage of the city’s
stock in the Bolfast and Mooseliead Lake Railroad, and Edward Johnson of Bolfast, Josiah
H. Drummond of Portland, and Frederick
Robie of Gorham, were selected for trustees.
Mayor Johnson and Alderman lfnowlton of
Bolfast have visited Portland on this business
A special
and the trust has been accepted.
meeting of the city government of Belfast will
be held this oveniug to roceive the report of
the committee.

ORCHARD.

A few weeks ago Old Orchard looked as if
left it and never expected to
come back.
Now there is a bustling activity
prophetic of the return of 'everybody with all
their relatives. The prospects for the coming

everybody had

are most encouraging.
Great improvements are being made on the sites of the six hotels burned last November. Three of the parties

season

whose houses wore destroyed are re-building.
The proprietor of the Fiske house took the

burning

of his hotel as but a

hint that he

should build another house bigger and better
than the one destroyed. The new house which
is now about half completed, will be „known as
"The Hotel Fiske.”
It is located on the
grounds occupied by the old Fiske House and
the St. Cloud Hotel. It will be finished and
ready forguest3 on the twentieth of Jnne, and
will be under the same management as the old
house, Mr. C. H. ’Fiske, proprietor, and Mr.
E. G, Spofford, clerk, It will be the largest
house on the beach. The main building is 40
The wing
x 206 feet, fronting on the ocean.
40 x 112 feet with three stories and a basement.
The roof is Swiss with three towers. The veranda is 15 feet wide and 400 feet in length. It
will| be fitted and furnished with all modern
improvements, lighted by gas, heated by steam
and will have electric bells. The office is in
the centre tower and is 30 x 45 feet. The dining hall measures 75 x 40 and the music room
40 x 50 feet. There will be a bathing house
with seventy-five rooms for surf bathing, also
bath

rooms

baths.

for

hot

and

salt

.cold

water

There will be extensive grounds about

the hotel which will be laid out with taste.
There are other indications which show the
growing prosperity of Old Orchard. It is understood that companies have been formed to
bring spring water to Old 'Orchard, and also to

introduce the electrio light.
•‘Portland Schools.
[“The kind of work they are doing,” illustrated
by an essay In the Advertiser of April 18th.]
Well here we have a man who has studied
“English” (by which I suppose he moans the

English language) for twenty

years or more.
I select a few sentences which illustrate the
advantage of “persistently teaching the desirable qualities of correct expression and careful
writing.” What are undesirable qualities of
correct expression and careful writing?
What is meant by “preparation for practical
life?” Is it practical duties of life, or practical experiences in life that he means, or some
other thing?
Again, “in a course preparing for complete
living.” What does this mean? How is the
course to live completely, even after it is pre-

pared.

that ‘in science, the
names are deceptive,” or does he mean that
the names of the different sciences are deceptive?
He says nothing of geometry, mineralogy,
etc., in the primary schools, but we must remember that “in science the names aro deceptive.”
Again, “it exercises the same activities that
Sweet
the individual experiences in life.”
experience of activities in exercise by the livLooking back through ten
ing individual?
lines we find that "zoology doos all this."
Here is a sentence worthy of Rufus Choate—
in length. Truly, “in science, the names are
Does he really

The Thomaston Herald says there are only
This is the
101 prisoners at the State prison.
smallest number of convicts that have been reported at that institution for a long time. Is
the State of Maine growing better?

splendidly lighted.

are

SOMERSET

COUNTY.

The Gazette fsays Wm. Young of Detroit
took a car of cattle to Watertown, Mass., the
10th inst., coming back Wednesday night, the
12th. He was relieved of a pocket book containing about §350.
WALDO COUNTY.

The Journal says that the town of Belmont,
in Waldo county, is without a doctor, lawyer,
clergyman, tavern or rum shop, and yet the

people

are

happy.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The Machias Union is very sceptical as to
there being any Mormons in Jonesport, Washington county, at least of the Joe Smith-Brigham Young type.

CURED

SKIN DISEASES

By Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment. Cures, as
if by magic,
Pimples, Black Heads or Grubs
Blotches and Eruptions on tbo face, leaving ths
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Also cures Itch,
Salt Khemm, Sore Nipples, Sore IAps, old, obstinate

“First, as a scholar," he says, “I went
through the whole course, entering the lowest grade, continuing through them all, and
completing with four years at the high school;
exsupplementing this with nearly ten years’ and
perience as a teacher,” slightly mixed
tautological perhaps, but “this is the result
we must contemplate in measuring the results
of our school work.”

Q.

E. D.

SKIN DISEASES.
gg^The first and only positive cure for skin

numerous

remedies,

but

they

all failed to

effect a curs. Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment was
recommended to him. He tried it and one box efThis is but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
the many testimonials which we have of the marveloHS cures which have been wrought by Dr.
Frazier’s $1agic Ointment.
For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerate! Piles,
Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointment is a sure
cure.
Price $1.00 by mail.

W. r. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agent., Portland, Me.

dS,W&wly

api

mushroom growths in medicine. The
sensational style of advertising forces them, for a
Trust only such
brief space, into public notice.
medicines as are of established reputation. You can
make no mistake in choosing AYER’S SARSAPAnew life and
RILLA, to cleanse the blood and putmost
powerful
energy into the system. It is the
blood-purifier ever produced, and the best Spring
There

are

medicine.

___

Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price. $1; six bottles for $5.
d&wlw
ap22

NEW

SPRING
SACKS,

Dolmans,
TALMAS
and
Ulsters.

head Lake at an early day.

In the above goods we are now
to show as fine a line of
is as can be found in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

nared

kinds with Trimmings to
New
match.

of all

Capital stook, $200,000; nothing paid in; par
value Bhares, $10.
President—W. A. Smith.
Treasurer—D. Dorchester, Jr.
Directors—W. M. Stone, W. A. Smith, D.
Dorchester, Jr.
West Buxton.
Rev. J. M. Pease will sever |liis connection
with the Baptist church and society the first

SPRING HOSIERY
in

great variety

Colby University.
Rev. Dr. Pepper in a letter to fthe Secretary
of the Board of Trustees of Colby University
thus accepts the presidency of that institution:
“I accept the office, and shall be ready for
induction into it next June at the time of
commencement. I am not insensible to the
honor conferred upon me by the board, but am
more profoundly sensible of the magnitude
and difficulty of the work to be done. I could
not undertake such a work with courage and
hope were it not for the conviction that God
wills it. Of the wise, hearty and constant supboth
port of the board I feel entirely sure,
from my personal acquaintance with its memin
.course
of
its
from
my knowledge
bers, and
The success which all the friends of
the past.
do
the University so much desire for it I Bhall
my utmost to secure.”

The

York Republicans.
committee held

Republican county

237 Middle
•ap22

for

Ladies, Gents

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says the Maine Eclectic College
is endeavoring to secure the use of the old
Trinity Church iin Lewiston, after the new
church shall have been consecrated.
Twenty-hundred and thirty-one cases of
shoes were shipped from Auburn during the
This was a big
week ending Wednesday.
spurt for so late in the season, and is a gain of
over 500 cases over last week.
Eben Batler, a member of the^ Auburn
Light Infantry, was employed in filling rifle
shells for the company Tuesday evening. One
of the shells accidentally exploded, and lacerated two fingers of his right hand very badly.
He will take a furlough.
Messrs. Libby & Waterhouse of Lewiston
have been awarded the contract for the extensive work to be done on the Bates Mills, this
spring and summer. Both mills will bo raised
one story,
and extended about seventy feet,
making 20,000 more spindles. About 2,000,000
bricks will be used.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Tho Times says the black baas placed in
Pleasant Pond three year3 ago by direction of
the Fish Commissioner, have not been since
seen, nor a single one caught.
The Whig says that Harry Van wart, the
young man injured in the accident at the railway station at Houlton, on Monday morning,
did not rally from the depression following the
injuries received, but continued to sink and
died on Tuesday morning. He was about 17
years of age.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Kennebec Journal is authority for tho
following item: “A boy about 12 years of age
was arraigned before Judge
Libbey in Ellsworth last week, and plead guilty to the
of money.
sum
a
small
of
charge
stealing
When questioned by the Judge as to what he
did with it, he reluctantly confessed that the
first thing was to subscribe for a greenback
paper and pay a dollar in advance; next he
bought a revolver, then a jack-knife, then—
but here the Judge stopped him as he had
heard enough.”

<***'

—

We have just opened as fine a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dress Goods and Cloakings as lias ever been offered in the

just received

We have

a

large

assortment of made up

have arrived and
ters to-day. We have the nobbiest
lot of Stiff and Soft Hats ever
shown in Portland. We buy direct from the the manufacturers
and can sell much less than others.

Hawks and Owls Wanted.
Gun

have a very low rent the
is
expense of running onr store
very small and we can afford to
sell any of onr goods at

large

and

_

Harvard Examinations for Women.
examination is the

mar

their name and address to one of the
must
Secretaries of Committees bv May 1st. Secretary
for Cambridge: Box 80, Beverly Farms, Mass.
Secretary for New York: Box 09, Stockbridge,
Secretary for Philadelphia: 908 Clinton
Mass.
street, Fhila., Pa. Secretaiy for Cincinnati: 67

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART.
shall sell at Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum
on SATURDAY, Apru 23d, at 10

WEStreet,

o'clock a. m.,
Sir new Phaetons, light and stylish, trimmed !n
leather and cloth.
Two Top Buggies, new.
One second hand Concord Wagon.
Jump Seat.
Open Buggy.

prices

Harnesses.

Feur
Seven

new Harnesses, nickel and Gilt Frames.
Gray Horse, 0 years old, 16 hands high, can step
quite sharp, sound and kind in all harness.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Ai|sli««n.

ap21_d2t
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merekanta

Dog Skin, Buck,

o.

«• w- Allah.

bailey,

General McrehaoRegular
diso every Saturday, commencing at 10 Q'eloaB a.
oetSdtz
m.
solicited.
Consignments

SILK
HATS.

GREAT SALE
—

We have the Young Gents and
Old Gents, and exchange for

than those doing business under
Our motto is
a larger expense.

SHALL

COE,

PROFITS.”
Learn our prices and you will

THE

OF

—

BUCK SILKS.
The

unparalleled

success

of

our

recent sale of

I

HATTER

SILKS

COLORED
has

prompted

us

SPECIAL

197 Middle Street.
ao22

STUDLEY,

IS Enktage 8b

■Salesroom
».

LOWER PRICES

Good Goods and Low Prices,

SALES.

AUCTION

sale of Furniture and

we

AND

ap22d3t

Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

large assortment of

in
Goat and Castor.

that for entrance

send

GLOVES
a

same as

to Harvard College. French and Uerman
THE
be substituted fir Greek. Candidates for 1882

are

Spring Shades

Store, opposite Post Office.

Large Specimens, 60o. each; medium slaed specimens, 35c; small specimens, 25c.
ap22dlw
f-m-v B.—Fish Hawks not wanted.

THUNKS

Our Stock is
low.

which the following prices will be paid at

T. B. DAlVIS’

E. W. Knox, of New York, has
for
appointed us as Solo Agents Hats
the sale of Ills celebrated
in Portland.

styles*

—

OF

to hold

a

SAlLE

—

INTERESTING
to those in wont of

253 Middle Street BOOTS and SHOES.

which will

commence on

dtt

ap6

Art Needle Work.
Every lady
Needle Work,

Art
interested
should examine the
in

designs which we are now
showing in our “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed iu the very
new

best manner.

Owen, Moore & Co.
apl8

_

French

Millinery.
SMART

MRS. A. A.
is

—

High Street.
dlw-

99
ap22

For

for the neck in new and choice

“QUICK SALES

a

A GOLD CROSS with Pearl set in the
centre. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at

onr coun-

are on

We have

Lace Goods
As

Store,

onr

This Is a new departure in our business
and we arc determined that the very
Latest Styles, made np in the best possible manner shall always b e found on
our counters.
ap22

BUTTONS.
city*

Street,

Ta which will be found a most complete
assortment of

AND
BAGS.

a

STATE NEWS.

'

have added to their usual Large and Excellent stock of

see that we mean what we say.

meeting in the City Building, Saco, Thursday
There was a very full attendance,
afternoon.
the following gentlemen being present: Mark
F Wentworth, George Getchell, C. E. SawR. S. Stanyer, C. E. Marshall, J. R. Libby,
aud I.
ley, E. M. Good all, Jeremiah BullocktransactN. Deering. But little business was
in
the
county
ed, but the political situation
was pretty thoroughly discussed, and there was
the outlook
that
in
agreeing
unanimity
perfect
for the fall campaign was better than two
be depended
years ago, aud that old York can
upon for a good Republican majority.—[Union
and Journal.

Streefldgi of the Gold Mat.

THOSE ! Children’s Clothing.
C. I & F. R. FARRINGTON,
NEW
KNOX
Ready-Made Clothing.
AND
DUNLAP CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT
STYLES CHILDREN’S SUITS
IN
STIFF
EATS

and Children,

Sunday in June.
Mr. A. K. P. Lord has got his new mill almost finished, and willlstart it next week.
The annual school meeting in District No.
12, in this place, last Saturday, chose the following oflicers for the ensuing year: Moderator, Chailes Hobson; Clerk, John Berryman;
The district voted
Agent, Wm. W. Haines.
to have the schoolhouse insured for $1,000. Mr.
Haines, the agent, who has been re-elected for
another year, is very popular with the district
and scholars, by doing excellent work, tending
to elevate our schools to a high standard of excellence. He secured first-clas3 teachers for
the past summer and winter terms,—Miss Minnie Clark for the former, and E. F. Robinson
tho latter, and offered a prize to the scholars
making the most improvement in their studies
each term; the result was, it proved to be the
best school in town. Miss Clark has charge of
the school again this summer.
Yoke County.

AGEAT FOR DIJALAP & CO.’S
celebrated Stiff Hat of Aew York, and STETSOA & CO.’S noted Soft Hat of Philadelphia.

SPECIAL

KNOX
Cloaking Material HATS.

____

and

try

LOST.

port.

New Organizations.
Tho New England Horse Shoe Co. has been
formed with a patent for making horse shoes.

If you have not got bnt a small amount of money he will
and is
please you. He keeps the finest goods in the world,

Having recently Enlarged

survey is very favorable to easy constructionA surveying party is .about to begin operations with a view to the extension of the BanMoosegor and Piscataquis Railroad toward

frames.

HAT!

A

TO

Noa. 180 & 182 Middle

Railroad Items.

List of Patents.

TO-DAY

dis

discovered.
John Cromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
suffered for 12 years from a skin disease, which appeared on his head. He employed many physicians
and used

CHILD

OR

eases ever

The Boston and Maine Railroad Company
have just made a preliminary survey for a
branch line from Kennebunk to ICennebunkThe distance is about four miles and the

Weekly list of patents granted to resiRedents of Maine, dated April 18th, 1882.
E. Foster,
C.
Pbess
the
for
by
ported
F. street, Washington
Patent Solicitor, 911
250,690—Henry H. James and J. C. Dunbar,
Bangor. Sifting grate.
250,071—Amos F. Gerald, Fairfield. Table
or stand for machines, etc.
250,509—John F. Singlii, Rockland. Vignetting attachment for photographic-printing

CAN SUIT EITHER
MAN, BOY

Ulcers snd Sores, &c.

mean

deceptive.”

THE
MERRY
HATTER

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY,
The matter of lighting the towns of Dover
and Dexter with the electric light is under discussion and deliberation. If done, It is proposed to erect a tall tower in the center of
each village, and group the lights tthereon. By
this means, which is adopted in the West, very

large areas

ADVERTISEMENTS_

NEW

KNOX COUNTY.

Prospects for the Coming Season,

THE PROFESSOR.

Mr. Gillette’s “Professor”, with the company
—or at least quite a portion of it—from the
New York Madison Square Theatre, drew a
crowded house to Portland Theatre last night.
whose genus it is
The “Professor” is a

play

ness

market
yesteraay
country produce
In some articles dullness was
ruled quiet.
Butter
remarked because stocks are low.

supply.
explained on the ground

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell this morning at 10
o’clock, at the Mart on Plum street, Horses>
new and second-hand Carriages, Harnesses’
&c. The new carriages consist of phaetons
and top buggies, light and stylish, and will be

highest

gratifying.

The

exceeds the

Boys’ School Caps, 25e to $1.25. Merry.

sold to the

street which is very

ating and unsteady.

Merry.

A $1.00 Hat will suit you.

vantage rather than the opposite. Collections
prompt, showing an easier state of the
money market among buyers. The general
testimony is that the volume of trade is much
larger than last year. We observe, also, a very
decided enlargement of territory supplied, the
merchants of distant points having had their
attention drawn toward Portland of late. Altogether thero is a buoyant feeling on the
are

season

Stiff Hats.

Argument.

Boots and Shoes.

VICINITy7~

OLD

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

DOWN TOWN.

now

prepared to exhibit

choice line of

Wednesday, April 12.

We offer at COST for tlie NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,

We have all of the popular
makes of Silks in stock, and during this sale we shall offer

Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes.

Novelties of the

season.

New and Original Designs for Kensington and Outline Work,
with materials for working.
Felting* in nil the De*irnble Shade* nt

price*.
Liquid Slumping, warranted not to rub.
NO. 563 CONGRESS STREET.
d3t
ap20

lowest

Prices reduced

on

“NOVELTY”

Portlnml, April l»t»

apSdtf

oppor-

Samples

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE GO.,
Cor. Union St. Under Falmouth

sent

by Mail

upon ap-

plication.

Hole].

__dtf
GEORGE M. PORTER,

Jaul

492 & 494 Congress St.

Rhode Island School of Design,
Teacher of
Drawing, Fainting, Modelling and De-

Late

Master

Studio

A

511

signing.
l-S Congress Street.

CHILDREN’S CLASS

when
In advanced work will bo held on Saturdays,
shade will he
object drawing, and light and Dr. 1. A. taught.
toster,
References—Rev. Dr. Hill,
Cyrus F. Davis.
For terms, etc., apply betweou 2 and 4 o clock
,,

ap!8d2w«

daily.

PARKER GUNS
reduced prices.

At

G. L.

BAILEY,

221 MIDDLE, CORNER TEMPLE ST.
dlw

_ap20_

ROOMS TO LET

AND “EUREKA.”

KENDALL&WHITNEY

a rare

elsewhere.

CLOTHES WRINGERS.
“UNIVERSAL,”

This is

tunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to common medium grades. Do not fail to call
and examine our goods before buying

Gtoods

Millinery
in the

a

Iu order to reduce our Stock to make
Tor Goods of our own manufacture.

room

IVitli Board lu
ap!3

house up town.
.1. S. C., Press Office.
eodtf3dp

pleasant

»pn___

I
Wedding
AND

Visiting
Cards.

William S. Lowell,
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
AND

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions

a

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dU
mchll

AGRICULTURAL.

Abyssinian

Church.—Preaching

service at 3 p.

Sunday school at 4V4 p. in. Evening meeting
7.
Bethel Church.—Services 10Va a. m., 3 and 7 Ya
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7y»
p. m. All from sea and land are Invited. Seats free,
m.

At this

Gardening for Women.
of the year, when all nature

season

is awakening from its wintry sleep, every
forth
one feels a stir of life, a desire to go
and enjoy the fresh bracing air, and to assist
in the work of adornment in the lawn
and garden, rather than to stay in the warm
apartments, and attend to the never-ending work of making, repairing and preparing
the regular meals tor the household.
of
Every housewife requires the changeand
which
gives her,

gardening

occupation

if she will raise a few sweet, bright flowers
she will sweeten her own life and that of
her children. There are many women to
whom a pleasing occupation wou Id be of
a small
great assistance, and if they possess
flo wers
plat of land on which they can raise a
and vegetables, these may yield them good
harvest. For instance, if they live within
where
easy distance of a railway junction,
to dine,
cars stop to change passengers or
ten
or
at
five
a ready sale for small bouquets
cents each could be effected during the
spring and summer months. There are
little
many stations in New-Eugland where
barefooted boys sell small buncheB of arbutus, and long trailing stems of pond lilies in
the spring and summer; and often realize
enough money to clothe themselves in

Winter.
Gardening is an operation particularly
well adapted to women, as it offers a healthy, cheerful employment, in which delicacy
of touch, judgment, calculation and expecundue
tation, are all exercised without an
amount of bodily labor. Nature must be
waited upon, encouraged, directed and
a full development of
watched to

produce

her powers; and there is a growing tendency
to elevate the work of the gardener, and to

field
present an attractive and interesting
for women’s skill and enterprise in this

ladies who
direction. There are many
devote their time in spring and summer to
the cultivation of flowers and ferns in the
of
garden, and in winter take a great deal
interest in their conservatories or greenhouses, in directing and overseeing their
gardens, or take all the charge themselves,
and find great enjoyment, as well as health,
surely
in the occupation. This pursuit
who are
presents many attractions to those of
thenforced to depend upon the work
own hands for a subsistence; and it would
be far more desirable than constant sedentary
employment, such as sewing.
There are many women wno spena uicn
days in the close atmosphere of a shop, who
would be horrified at the thought of digging
in the garden and sowiug seeds, planting,
weeding and raking. “Oh, no I Such an occupation could not be thought of for me;
why, it would place me on a level with a dayI
“Not at all,”
laborer,” one exclaims.
would reply, “but it would give you fresh air
and healthful toil, and brace up your muscles and nerves, and take away the rag-baby
look they now possess.”
With the flowers, early vegetables could
also be raised and sold to advantage. Iu the
for
vicinity of cities and towns, a market the
such commodities can always be found;
supply rarelv exceeds the demand. It has
been said that flowers will grow better under
the kindly care of women, and a lonely lady
with a small amount of money could invest

a part of it In bedding out plants, annuals,
vegetables and small fruits, and with the assistance of a boy of all work, make quite a
Host women to whom
tolerable support.
such a life would be agreeable and desirable,
the
possess enough strength to attend to
work of superintending and directing matters, and the boy could do the digging, weeding and watering. In England there are already hundreds of women at work in nurseries and greenhouses, and they do all the
grafting, budding and re-potting of plants,
with quite as much skill In the handling of
them as the male operatives posses*.
At the present time flowers are more
sought after than ever before, and if women
would become skilled in floriculture, they
would soon find a large field for their labors;
the gains of women gardeners would be of

account than those of seamstresses and
shopgirls. Of course there is work in it; I
have yet to see the occupation that pays
which does not demand head or hand labor.
But the work can be so arrranged as to leave
the hottest hours of the day for rest and leismore

ure.

It is really surprising that this branch of
labor has not been adopted by women for
profit long ago, as so many ladies devote so
much of their time to it for their own gratification, In Germany and Switzerland women are now taught the culture of flowers as
a profession, and many women are earning
their living as gardeners, not only at their
own homes, but also in the employment of
Doubtless there are many young
others.
girls who are anxious to find some work for
their hands to do this coming summer, and
in the garden they cannot only tend roses,
but also cultivate them on their cheeks.
—Cor. Country Gentleman.

Preparing Chocolate.
I find a tin quart cup, with bands marking each half pint, the most convenient vessel in which to prepare a small amount of
chocolate. In this the quantity can be accurately measured, and the depth of the cup
keeps the contents from boiling over. For
one cupful of chocolate take half an ounce
of Baker’s chocolate and five lumps of
cracked loaf sugar; dissolve them in two
thirds of a cupful of hot water, and boil
rather slowly until one-third of the quantity

is left; then add half a pint of rich milk, and
simmer slowly until a single cupful remains.
The liking for chocolate is in many cases an
educated taste, and often one who would
turn with loathing frem it thus prepared
would partake with delight if only half the
quantity of chocolate was used. In either
case it proves a healthful drink, especially

for dyspeptics.

open to Seamen every day regular,
Church. Sunday, March 19. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.3U a. m„ Preaching at 3 p. m.
Cape Elizabeth Depot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School at Turner's Island at 10 o’clock and
Sabbath School on
reaching at 11 o’clock.
Town’s Hill at lYa and preaching at 2Ya, Prayer
meetings at both plaoes at 7 Sabbath evenings,
Hill Class
on
Wednesday
evening on the
Commeetings at both places on Friday evenings.
munion Service on the Hill the first Sabbath of each
month. Rev. M. C. Pendexter, preacher in charge

Beading rooms
Bradley

Last Monday a tiger killed a lion in Philadelphia, a baby monkey was born in New York>
and the Democrats won a victory in Cleveland.
It was a field day.—Cleveland Leader.

“My machine sounds like a threshing
chine.” The “Domestic” runs quietly.

£

CHESTNUT c>t. JU. E. Church, Bey. Andrew
McKeown, D. D., pastor. Residence, 219 Cumberstreet; Preaching by Rev. C. J. Clark, presiding Elder, at lOVfe a. m, Address by tbe pastor,
review of tbe old year, at 3 p. m. Sunday School at
IV2 p. m. Evenings meetings at GV2 and 7¥2.
Church of tiie Messiah.
Rev. C. A. Hayden
pastor. Subject of Lecture Sunday evening: “lngersoll and Orthodoxy. Public invited.
Church of Christ, Cor. May and Danforth ste
Services every Lord’s day at 10Ya a. m., 3 p. m. and
7 p. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; Prayer meeting
Tuesday and Friday evening at 7 ¥2 p. m.
Casco Street Church.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor.
Preaching service at 3 p. m. Sunday school
at l1/^ p. m.
Illustrated Lecture at 7. p. m. by
the pastor.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. <3. D. Lindsay, pastor; Residence No. 62 Melbourne Street.
Preaching at 10 ¥2 a. m. and 3 p, m. by the Pastor.
Sunday School at IV2 p. m. Prayer meeting at
7 p. m. All are invited.
First Uni vers alist Church, Congress Square
Services at 10^ a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday school
at 3 p. in. Preaching by Rev. J. F. Simmons of
land

ville Courier-Journal.

Glove Kid Top
Top Button Boots
only Two Dollars, at Dearborn’s, 381 Congress
street.
Cloth

day

First Parish CnuRcn—Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D.
services at 10¥2 o’clock; Evening services
at 7.30.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. True
Whittier, pastor. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m;
Preaching service at 2 p. m; Prayer meeting at 7

Morning

p.

m.

First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. (3. Faegre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.

High St. Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor
Preaching service at 10^ a. m.; Sunday School at
12 m.; Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Rev. Parker
Knightville M. E. Church.
Sunday
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2Ya p. m.
school at 3V2 p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7Vfe. Class meeting Friday
evening at 7YuNew Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Divine Services at
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
IOV2 a. hi. and 7.30 p. m. Preaching by the Pastor. Sabbath School at 12 m. Religious meeting
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2V2
p. m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7Va p. m.
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev
Services
Dwight M. Seward D. D., pastor.
at 10.30

size 10 cents.
_

Greek brigand. He interviews elegantly and gets out of
a man all that he is worth.—The Judge.
a

prepared

beats

An editor has offered S3 for the best rrtritten
love letters. There are some people who would
give more than that to get back some they have
written.—Somerville Journal.

Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liv
Urinary Diseases.
fear of any of these diseases if you
use Hop Bitters, as they will prevent and cure
the worst cases, even when you have been
made worse by some great puffed up pretended
eror

Have

no

cures.

It is asserted that it

requires

more

firmness

of character to run a Chicago “bucket shop”
than it does to be mayor of New York. It is
all the bucket-shop man can do to prevent himself jumping out with the first twenty-five dollars put up.—Detroit Free Press.

One bottle of “Elixir of Life Root,”
taken as directed, will convince any person
troubled with Kidney Complaint or Dyspepsia
their
that they can be entirely cured of
troubles.
a New York caterer is to
mammoth cake and fill it with Roman
punch. The constant study of New York caterers is to get up something that will intoxicate the unwary guest so that the host and the
rest can have some fun with him.—Lowell
Citizen.

The latest idea of

make

a

An Austin editor was writing at home, when
is numerous children disturbed him, whereupon he howled to his wife: “Make them
cussed brats keep quiet, or I’ll get up and beat
the life and soul out of them!” “Why, what’s
the matter?” “I’m busy writing an editorial,
denouncing the infliction of corporal punishment on children in the public schools of Texas, and if thoee brats interrupt me once more
I’ll get up and wear my cane out on them.”—
Texas Siftings.
Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
euprye, two cups Indian meat, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm
water,

one

teaspoonful salt,

and

West, Mobile.
At Havana

7th

inst,

Lane,

sch Lizzie

Apl 16, brigs Hyperion,

of Hatteras.
At Cardenas 14tb inst, barques John F Rothman,
for Philadelphia; Chaa F Ward, do; brigs Amy A
Lane, from Portland; Ada L White, for New York;
Giles Loring, for Delaware Breakwater; Hattie M
Bain, for Portland; schs Jas R Talbot, for NYork;
Maggie Dalllng, and Clara Leavitt, for Delaware
Breakwater.
Ar at Sagua 7th inst,brig Sarah E Kennedy, Peter-

Church.

Rev. A. H. Heath, of New Bedford, Mass., will
preach at 10Y2 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at

NB, 17th, sch Bertha J Fellows,
Clark, Eastport, (and cld 18th for Newark.)

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Kee.
tor. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday
school at 2 p. m.

HPOKEN.
April 7, lat 24 39, Ion 69 68, barque ‘Robinson
Crusoe, from Boston for Kingston, Ja.

Sons of Temperance Hall. Spiritual meeting
2.30 p. m.
Subject chosen by the audience.
West Congregational
Church.
Sunday
School at 11 a. m. Preaching by Rev. J..C. Holbrook D. D. at 3 p. m. and 7 p. m.
Williston Church, Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
school at 3 p. m.
Woodford’s
Cong. Church. Rev. S. W.
Adriance, pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m, and 7
p. m. Preaching by the pastor. Sunday school at

Or Blood Poisoning, which Results in
Abscesses, Ulcers, Sores, Carbun-

cles, Boils and Itching Humors, Cured.

fess

People’s Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block. Congress St. Speaking at 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. by Mrs. H. B. Morse, Inspirational
medium. Subject for evening lecture taken from

the audience.

1UABBKAUEH.
In this city, April 19, by Rev. Mr. Soutbworth,
John Elliott and Miss Anna C. Peterson, both of
Portland.
In Falmouth, April 20, by Rev. A.N, Ward, Capt.
Geo. M. Bucknam and Miss Hattie R. Locke, both
of Falmouth.

“If the

In Deering. April 21, William Mansise, aged 79
years 10 months.
[Prayers this Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at the residence of his son, George Mansise, Spring

1
2

young

girl,”

writes

mo

is

now as

soft,

No Small

equal the Cuticnra Remedies,
CHAS. A. WILLIAMS, Providence, R. I.

Cuticura treatment for the cure of Skin,
Scalp and Blood diseases, consists in the internal
Punuse of Cuticuha Resolvent, the new Blood
tier, and the external use of Cuticura and Cuticura Soap, the Great Skin Cures.
Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 60c.: large boxes
SI. Cuticura Resolvent, $1 per bottle. Cuticura Soap, 25c. Guticuba Shaving Soap 16c.
Sold by all druggists.
Depot, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
The

PORT OP PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, April 21.

For a quarter of a century or more Hostetter’s
Stomach Hitters has been the reigning specific for

fever and ague, a loss of
disorphysical stamina, liver complaint and other
moat
has
been
emphatically indorsed by
and
ders,
restorative.
and
strength
medical men as a health
It counteracts a tendency to premature decay, and
sustains and comforts the aged and infirm.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers

indigestion, dyspepsia,

generally.

T.ThS&wlm

apl

WOLFE’S

three teaSteam

epoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder.
two or three hours.

Barque Christina, (Br) Andrews, Matanzas-sugar
Phinney & Jackson, and Isaac Emery. Vessel to
Ryan & Kelsey.
'Scb Mary Jane, Curtis, Newburyport.
Sch John D Griffin, Lincoln, Virglnla-oysters to
Atwood & Co.
Cleared.
Sch R G Dun, Whilden, Kennebc, to load for Bal& Son.
Nickerson
timore—J
Sch Sea Breeze, Kent, Bangor, to load for New
B
York—J
Dodge.
Sch Anna Elizab th, Dean, Bangor, to load for
New York—J B Dodge.
Sch Shepardess. Clifford. Damanscotta—N Blake.
Sch lanthe, Johns, Gouldsboro.
SAILED—Barqne Norena; echs 8arah Eaton, Albert Dailey, Jennie Lippett, and Electric Light.

As a

Fragrant

More continuous and powererful electrical action is obfrom Collins’ Volta
imiti.a SMNilcirrrDifttained
VOLTAIC
Electric Plasters than
any $2 battery made. They
j%f
■
are a speedy and certain cure
for Pain ai d Weakness of the Lungs, Liver, Kid_|

EgHELECTRiOjo

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Deal lOrb, ship Swallow, Duncan, New Or-

Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
and
Hysteria, Female Weakness, Nervous Pains
Weaknesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague. Price
Sold
everywhere.
ascent..
W&s&w2w
neys and

leans.
Ar at

Greenock 19th last, ship Orient, Sweeney,
Pensacola.
Ar at Liverpool 18th inst, ship Harvey Mills,Mills,
San Francisco; J B Walker, Wallace, do.
Sid fin Triests 15th pnst, ship Castine, Morgan.
United States.
Sid fm Flushing 4th inst, ship Raphael, Sherman,
New York.

MALT BITTERS

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Lighthouse Inspectob’s Office, 1st Dist, 1
Portland, April 21, 1882. )
The Spar Buoys in the Kennebec and Back rivers,
taken up in the winter, have been replaced.
During I he coming week it is intended to move the
Whistling Buoy oft' Half way Rock to a position
about one (1) mile Bouth of the rock.
Henev F. Picking, Com’dr, U. S. N.,
L. II. Inspector.

(SRalS &ittec«)

„

ME no BAND*.
Charlie & Willie, (of Rockland) Weed, from
struck on
Virginia for Waldoboro, with shiptimber,knocked off
and
a ledge near Middle Morrows 13th,
on next
came
She
forefoot, shoo, and part of keel.
tide and arrived at Waldoboro next day.
been
has
lying at
Sch J S Lane, of Bath, which
has been
Rockport the vast winter full of water,
pumped ont and will be repaired.
Sch Vary E Amsden, Thompson, from Brunswick
for Fall River, put into New London 20th leaky,
will rehaving been ashore on Fisher Island. She

and most Powerful Restorative
The Purest.
Constiin Medicine for Feeble gnd Exhausted
tutions, Nervous and General Debility,
Consumption and Wasting Diseases
of the Kidneys and Liver,

Sell

PREPARED

from Cana-

with
and
ishing, Strengthening, Vitalizing and Fat Proin Bone
bvreason of their richness
malt or
Material, than nil other forms of
equa s m
medicine. One bottle of Malt BiUwri
sic m
beer,
nourishment fifty bottles of ager
front the objections urged against
porter .while free
etc.
bitters,
tomes,
malt liquors, alcoholic
BITTERS build up anew the nervOTS,
bor
osseous (hone) and muscular isybtcilj.
const!
feeble digestion, sick headache,

JPo*JN“K'

ducing

repairs.

FISHERMEN.
Lcttle S Reed of Port
Foam, and Oasis, of
North Haven, bound south.
Ar at Newport 19th, schs
land; Willie Parkman, Sea

MALT

pation, dyspepsia, bronchitis
coughs. consumption, weakness

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 20th, ship St Cavid.Scrib-

vegetable decomposition

or

A

our

nine when
Boston.
Sold Everywhere. Malt Bitters to.,

16th, sob Lizzie S Haynes,
Pensacola.
MOBILE—Cld 20th, brig Jas Miller, McGilvery,

a

sale

Melissa Trask,

RAILROADS.

Eastern Jlailroad.

ilkl COTIUL RAILROAD.
On and after Rfonday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on K£. A IV. A. Railway,
12.55, and til.15 p m.; St. Andrews, St. Ste-

Winter Arrangement will go into effect
ON

—

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

Fredericton, Aroostook

loosehead
Shen,

reputation

Trains leave Portland.

il a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at6.30a. m. Aspeoial Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill ll

At

of salubrity

STREET,

•i£W YQPM.

„
<lly

^

1

^

u

)!asr& w.eow3ro

Anson.

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Kockport,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. in. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana Western

p.

m.,
a. in.

Farmington

via

5.30 a. m., 5. p. in,; Baugor, 7.16 a. m., 17.45
p.m.; Dexter,7.05 a. m.,4.40p. m.; Belfast,
6.35 a. ra., 2.50 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.65, tlO.OO
p.m.; and 6.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., tl0,65 p.m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
fll.14 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. in., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p.m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Rjewiston, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a. m.. 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: Winthrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
and
morning trains from Augusta
Bath,
8.40.
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads at
1.00
and 1.06 p.
connecting
The afternoon
trains from
m.
Waterville.
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p. m. The Nigh-- Pullman Express train at 1.50

points.

8.30

12.45

Brunswick, 7.00

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00
a.m.; St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: Bucksport,

Trains leave Boston.
and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
At
m.
7.00
p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
p.
at 11.00 p. m.
Puliman Parlor Cars.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
8outh may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat* and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation,
dtf
doc 5
At

jn!4

f&angeley Take, RRoumouth, Winthrop,
Readiield, West Waterville and North

p. m.
At 8.45

E AVER

18

County,

Take,

and all stations on B. A
R. R.. tll.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.46 p. m., 12.55 p. m.,$11.16p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. mt, 12.65
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Rlallowell, Oardiner, 'Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.55 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., tll.15 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m., 6.15 p. m. and 11.15 p. in. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Rnox A
Tincoln R.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
12.56 p.
m.; Auburn and Tewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. Tewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.; Farmington,
Phillips,

Piscataquis

uneqnalcd

«. in.

a. m.

t Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. K.

Only.

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not

run

to

morning.

Dexter,

Belfast

or

Bucksport, Sunday

limited Ticket* flinland second clast* for
Sf, John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

PAYS0N TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew lork.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
THURSDAY, at 0
Portland. everv MONDAY
l. M., and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
at 4 P. M.
and
MONDAY
THURSDAY,
every
These steam ers are fitted up with fine accommodathis
a
for
very convenient
passengers, making
tions
and comfortable route for travelers between New
months these
the
summer
Maine.
and
York
During
■teamen will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasYork.
and
from
New
Passage, including
sage to
State Room, $6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
oaee.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2*
Kxcnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdtf
sengers will be taken by tkis lino

ism, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs*

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves, Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It isthe Greatest Blood Purifier
And tho Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
; any disease or weakness and reouire a stimulant take
! Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
[ you upsaved
hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
J►' It has
CAUTION!—Refujowll subetitnta*. Parker’* Ginger Tonic la
of
the
be»t remedial agent* in thaworld,andl*«ntir«ly
composed
different from preparation* of ginger alone. Send for circular to
ilUcox & Co., IS Y. 60c. A $1 tlsci, at dadan In drug*.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

<lec2

Ou anil after Monday, April
Train*
18*2,
PaHtenger
PltRTLAXU
LEAVE
-33-**—FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a. m. 1.10
(Express,) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1 IS, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, lo&va Bea
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m„
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, ana 8,00
Portland for Scarborough Beach
p. m.
and Pine Point, at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 5.30
p.m. (See Note.) Per Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford and Kennebnnk, at 8.45
a. m. 1.10,3.30 and 6.30 p. m. Por Wells, at 8.46
a. in. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) Por Norsk Berwick, Sainton Palis, Creat Palls, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8 46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Uochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
Por Alton Bay,
a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p.m. Por Manchester
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45
a. m.; (via New Market Junotion) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebunk for
Portland at 7.26.
1.10 p. m. train from Portland will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pino
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for
Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.80 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket OMce.
(3r"The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Hound Line Steamers far New Fork
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Knii Lines for New
Fork and the South and West.
8CNDAF TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boston
Bostca and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at 8.00 p. Hi.

dtf

__

l5“V:^wUl

1

Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago,«
B Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises, ||
Coughs, Colds,■
■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,m
■ Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, andll
■ Headache, and all pains and aches. H
Li The best internal and external remedy in II
a

9 the world. Every bottle guaranteed.
Price, 50 cents and "l.OO.
i7;
S
FOSTER, MILBURN &
Prop’rs,

■W

BUFFALC

4. Y., U.

f|

S.JLM

TTh&Sly

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secret ions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
soresand restores the
of taste and
sense
smell ;beneficjal results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will

Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. U nequaled fo
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Apcure

PJy by the little finger

UAV ETCI/CD

MAY rbVcKi into the nostrils. On
50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
receipt of
wholesale and retail
land
by

druggists

ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owegn, N, Y.
nov24
d&wly48

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

1)r. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Ola Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One
ox will cure

recent cases. Each box contains one
onth’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxe for five dolmail prepaid on receipt of price. The
lars; sent
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six bo^es. accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar:
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, ornly agents n PortlandMe., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
wovlb
<l&wly46

of

LIQUORS

all kinds, in tbe

ORIGINAL
—fOSt

PACKAGES,
SfYLIv

R. STANLEY &

BY—

SON, Importers,

104 HIKE NT., PORTI.AND11K.

f>R

No. 270 Middle St.,
over

Edwards & Walker’s

Hardware
store,
from
'April 8th to 24th.
dtf

Corn Packers !
PRESSES and Dies for tLe manufacture
of Corn Cans for sale. Enquire of

mbZOdtf

BI/RNBit n Ac UtOBBIM..

PORTLAND Si ROCHESTER R. R.
WINTEB

Commencing April llth,

.lBBANKEiHENT.

Dec. 5,
1881, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. in., and
1.05 p. nt., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p.
m.

Clinton,

June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Gy*
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
For

Ayer

1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springrale, Alfred, Waterboro aud 8aco Hirer.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. m.« and (mixed) at 6.30 p. nt. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.24
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For (iorbam. 8accarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford's,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 6.20 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. en.
The 1.05 p. to. taain from Portland connects at
Aye-Jane, with Uoosac Tunnel Route for
1 cWost, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
c wYork via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
{.Springfield, also with IV. \. & IV. E. R.
H .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
otUt) and with Boston 3r Albany R. R. for

ghia,
the 'West.

;

don.

All trams slop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First olass Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exetor, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South mav be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Aoent, Be-ton & Maine Depot, and at Union
OlQce, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supf.
8. H, STEVENS. Gob. Agent. Portland.
dtf
dec2

j

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., aud
at GrandTruuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. It.
tickets
to all points South and West, at
Through
Depot oSees and at fiolilns 8s Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETKltS, Gau. Ticks Agent.
; T. Snpt.
UEO. P.

decSdtl

a CHARLES

ELIXIR

Bound Brook Route.
-SETWXBN-

CHAK6E0F TIME.

ON

DEPABTl'RKM:

AND TBX&D AND BEKKH 8TS>.

Express Trains, Beattie Trask, Stone Balias

ARRIVALS.

Re

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,16 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 0.40 a. m., and 12,30

sure to

4my tftcfccla (at any railroad

or

tfoaxa

England) vl*a
BROOM. ROC1K.

boat office la New

Norfolk &

Steamship Line,
will sail

BOIL'D

one

of their

first-class

JOHN
D. H. MILLER,
WM. LAWRENCE,
BERKSHIRE.
ALLEGHANfcY,
ami SATURDAY,
WEDNESDAY
eyery
Central
from
at 3 o’clock, P.
Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
CAROLINAS,
TENNESSEE,
VIRGINIA,
ALABAMA,
FLORIDA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Teas. A- «a. Air Cine. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Coast Cine and Neaboard Air
Cine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland A- Neaboard Coasting Co. and
Potomac N. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of fading given at the wharf.
TICKETS* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through 1 iekets to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; §7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
fc. SAHPNON, (Sen. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Boston.

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

icebergs,

ing on the lane routes free from ice and
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cnnard, State, NaAmerican,
tional, American, lted Star,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,

Hamburg

Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, §60 to $100.
Second Cabin, §40 to $<>t>, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage S2tS to §32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
sterling and ConliuKUInl exchange in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for th» celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

Denmark,

J. L. FARMER,
No. ~i

Agent,

Exchange Street.

mohlG
_____

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, IN. R.. Halifax, IN. S.,
Charlottetown, F. E. I.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TRIPS

TWO

Montreal

and

uehcc,

PER

Sew York sod Philadelphia

74 EXCHANGE STREET

NEW

311

-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Northwest,

H. P. DADD WIN,
Aifont 0. E. K. of N. J.

."Ft &IIjROAP.
Can: on for Portland
and
Lewiston, 4.u»' and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixtield,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
Leave

points in the

West and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Mansiger.
W. J. SPICEE Bopu-lntendenfc,
octl7dtl

dan. Pas*.

Ruinford Fall?* & llticklield

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Millwaukee
Cinc innati, 8t. Coni*, Omaha, Magiuuw. Ml.
Paul, Malt Cake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all

ENG1.ANDADENCT,

Washington Street, Boston.

usacutl

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rales !

{ K*cim.foi», ®4$0

1

Portland, Dec., 6th,

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
decSdtf

1881.

Complaints, anu

all Diseases

of the Urinary Organs,

Druggint

A

mrer 1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 2577731^

has Hold

I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir ot
Life Root, and have never found a case where It
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREIXiE.
_

Dead and One Bottle C ared Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittredge, Agent Elixir of Life Root
for four years
Dear Sir—Haring raftered
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL1XER0F LIFE ROOT, and it afford!me pleasure
cured me. 1
to say that one bottle of it
recommond it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I havo ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine.
T. F. McMJlLS.
Truly yours,

Nearly

intensely

completely

A«

a

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAH NO EQUAL.

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,
J. W. KITTKEDCE, Agtni,
KOCKLAND, MAINE.
CP-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_*i
eod*wly22
Je2
In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine,
April 15th, A. D. 1882.
In case of CHARLES P. GILBERT, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the fourteenth
day of April, A. D. 1882, a warrant In insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the court of insolvency for sai 1 County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

THIS

Charles P. Gilbert, of Portland,

In the Slid County of Cmnberland, ad|udged tob."'
an Insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor,which
petition was filed on the fourteenth day of April,
on
which date interest
D.
A.
1882, to
claims is to be computed.
Debtor
of
debts
to
said
That the payment
by
any
or, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
'that ameeting of the creditors of said debtors, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
Court room in
Probate
holden
at
to be
said Portland, on the llrst day of May, A, D.
1882, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given uuder my hand the date first above written.
GEL). W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

apl5&22

WEEK.

AN® AFTER DION.
DAY, NOV. liSlh, Steam-

ON

this Fine will
of
ers
Feave Railroad Wharf,
State
street,
Monday,
every
Thursday, at 6 p. in., for Eastport. and
John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
of

foot
and

St.
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Meuan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pioton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Falrlieid, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received np to 4 p. in. and any intSfEreight
formation regarding the s: me may be bad at the
offloe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
nov24dtf
3EY, President, and Manager

PACIFIC MAIL 3. S. CO
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

Sandwich

New
Australia.

Zealand

PUBE COD LIVES
AND LIME. J

^OIL

Wilber'* led-JAver Oil ami Liur.-Thr
friends of persons who have been restored from Consumption by the use of this original preparation, and
the prateful parties themselves, nave, by recommending it and acknowledging its wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast popularity in New England. The Cod-Liver OH is in this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and rendered doubly
effective in beiug coupled with the Lime, which is
itself

a

restorative

below.

May

The Great Eng-

H8 a

10.

CLYDE'S
PHILADELPHIA
—

AND

—

STEAMSHIP LINE

FROM
In
OLD

BOSTON
onnection with

EOliDNV

RAILROAD.

Freight received and for.varded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Hleani*
ers, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

PHll

ad.olpH.ia.

Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston, S. C., WnHhingtou, D. C., and
all Kh 1 vmi Water Lines.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in Now England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to
». D. C. DUNK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mas-*

feb20fl

TRADEMARK

sequence of 9elfas Loss of
ory, Universal

Ee;

sa*l from New
20th and 30th of each month
for
and
San Francisco
freight
passengers

freight oi passage «atea and the fullest tu
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agonts.
C. L. BARTLETT & I «m
119 Plate Ptreet, co». Broad Si., Bcuea.
or to vV. D. LITTLE £ 00.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
jeSSdtf

An

for
Seminal Weakness.
nil
Impotency, and
Diseases that follow

<%u«l

For

nature with

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

splendid Bteamern

York

principal, supplying

just the assistance required to heal and restore the
diseased Longs. A. B. Wilbor, Boston, proprietor.
Sold by all druggists.
aplldeod&wlm

new an
on the 10th,

carrying
as

Islam!*,

r' vnuoKi aaowiBOT W

Remedy.
TRADE MARK!lish
unfailing cure

JAPAN, CHINA,

NEW ENGLAND

PASSENGER OFFICES

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dnst Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

WmTcIvANE,

HOPKINS.

in.

From Chicago,
12.30 p. *.

BASSGB

THE

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Live Complaints
dtf
and all Diseasesarising
Washington
therefrom such as

S.

Si-,:tiers In Philadelphia
PhiloielpMa & Heading: R. K.
NINTH AND «!BESN STKEKTS,

LIFE ROOT!

General Ticket Agent.

S. S. City of Para, April 20 I S. S. Colon, .April 21)
S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama i> y

STATION If! NEW Y0BK

17th,

For Auburn and Cewistoa, 7.10
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorliaui, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p.
v m.

p.

morning.
GEORGE L. DAY,

Baltimore,

The

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. New
York, Trenton & Philadelphia.
after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:

Saturday

-OF-

CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland, April 8.1882.

E.

iipliwS

;

Ticket

and

every

ood&wly

jan24

The steamer LEWISTON,
MasDEERING.
ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Friday
every
—iPortland,
evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, for Kockland, Canline, Deer Isle, Nedgwick, No. West Harbor,Bar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Mill bridge,
Jonesport and Vlachiasport.
Also leave Portlnml every Tuesday Eyeniug same time for JJlillbridge, touching at intermediate Landings.
Returning, leayes Machlasport, eyery Jlon
day morning, at 4.30 o’olook, and Millbridge
A. M.,
every Moniluy and Thursday at N
touching at Intermediate landings, arriving in PortPullman
with
land same evening, connecting
Night Train far Boston.
The Lewiston connects at Rockland with Boston
& Bangor steamers for Bangor and Kirei Landings

On and after Monday,

Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with ail
Steamers Tuning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
pains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland AOgdonsharg trains at Transfer Sta-

F. II. KENISON
’’as opened an office in
Portland and can be found

Portland and Worcester Lise.

EJ^NOTK—The

by

WINES &

Arrangement.

Spring

France,

Vv—-o-iH-'ii-x.'S.

SCREW

,,

sch

RAILROADS.

conntry of Udolpho Wolfe’s

ilfirWtf$ M (X

nicn-

Malt

SttGAL\'iESTON-Sld

19tb,

d2225&29

public

by any other alcoholic distillation hare

dcegsMUKl
Kicmcjr,

gen-

12th, barque Vesuvius, Call,

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take
intoxicating stimulants, but use Parker's Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheursa-

—t

ether causeg,

preparation.

the medical faculty and

of tlic

bd^tfoysicafor
^o^'Swarranted
Bitters Company.
signed by the

GINGERTONIC

PASSAGE,

Steamship Company.

Maine

HTl

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

urinary organs, emaciation, dropsy,
fernalea,
nervous debility, delicate
oi
and the aged, and every form
mothers,
our sing

liver and

Stetson, Higgins Livcrpool
nesidilUdthB6hlp'i)eo
WILMINGTON, CAL—Ar 12th, ship Republic,

Havana.
FEKNANDENA— Ar
Trask, New Haven.

withontformentatlon

dian Barley Malt and Fresh uop,combined
more NourQtunink Bark, and warranted

!

Every cake of Soap is wrapped in a DARK BROWN Wrapper, especially made for DAVID’S PRIZE
Buy the Soap and SAVE THE WRAPPERS until you have 20, and you will get a ticket by reof charge, from the Groturning them to us; for 100 wrappers you will get 6 tickets. You can obtain free
cer of whom you buy the Soap, an envelope, in which you can send the wrappers by mail at the least possible expense. REMEMBER, the tickets cost yon nothing—you .do not buy them—WE DO NOT SELL
THEM, we GIVE them towou for using our Soap. You have got to use soap. Uso DA VJD'S PRIZE
LAUNDRY SOAP. It is the LARGEST, CHEAPEST, BEST. The LONGEST-LASTING, WHITESTBEAR IN MIND THAT
WASHING, and most EFFICACIOUS SWEETENER OF LINEN EXTANT.
We are going to
THE SOAP IS FULL VALUE AND CHEAP FOR THE PRICE YOU PAY FOR IT.
IF YOU USE IT ONCE
give awav these Presents as an inducement for the people to use our Soap.
YOU WILL ALWAYS USE IT, AND THAT’S THE WAY WE WILL GET OUR MONEY BACK.
THINK OF IT! No Soap ever did so much for you, none ever will. “You have nothing to lose,” you
Every one of the above Presrun no risk; you get th< worth of your money as soon as you buy the Soap.
20 WRAPPERS, 1 TICKET—100 WRAPPERS, 6 TICKETS.
ents will be positively given awav.
See
the
of
our
will
receive
a
set
advantage yoir obtain by
ticket
Holder
advertisinggcards.
elegant
Every
using VAYID’M PHIZ IS SOAP. You get a larger cake of Soap than any other of like quality. It
is the beet ever made fir laundry or household purposes, and you may receive a valuable present. It will
not be necessary to attend the festival in order to receive presents, as they will be forwarded to anybody
entitled to them on receipt of instructions how to send BUY NOW. Every one can have six tickets before dune if they commence at at once to use the Soap .TRY IT! YOU’LL LIKE IT! BUY MORE THAN
YOU NEED FOR IMMEDIATE USE, AS THE SOAP IMPROVES WITH AGE. IT IS THE BEST INIf vour
VESTMENT EVER MADE. For sale by all jobbers and grocers keeping money worth goods.
in Portgrocer does not keep it or will not get it, you can purchase it by the box of any wholesale grocer
No communications answered unless you inclose
land. PRICE, $C 00 for 100 CAKES, 80 POUNDS.
stamp.

corrective of water rendered impure by

IMPORTED

FOODlITMEDICINE,
SUest

PARKER’S

ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.80tb March.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION. 27th April.
Cabin. $50.00 Gold.
Cabin return.$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

general beverage and necessary

Effectually

“You don’t know,” said a charming young lady,
“how much I owe you. I was so bad with Catarrh
that I could not associate with my former companions. My head was full of offensive matter, which
tainted my breath and clothing, and seriously affected my hearing and taste, besides dropping into my
throat and making me cough. My parents thought I
I was so sick and unwas going into consumption.
happy tkat I thought of suicide. But I am so thankcured
ful I found Sanford’s Radical Cube. It has
am now well as I can be.
me of every symptom, and 1
and wholesome: Cuticuba Soap.

Everything Desirable

No Cheap Things!

Things!

SCHNAPPS.

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

Launch—A barquentine of 650 tons, named Addie K Morrill, is to be launched to day from the
yard of Carlton, Norwood & Co, Rockport.
J O Cushing & Co. of Tbomaston, will launch a
large three-masted echr next week. a
ship of 2,000
Messrs Chapman & Flint have
tons reudv to be launched at Hath.
A Storer & Son, Waldoboro, have just reoeived
the frame for a ship, which will be built this year.

Gam .ge.

Valuable Presents.

Schiedam Aromatic David’s Prize
Soap Co., 185 to 187 First Av.,

ang

to

and

Useful

tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
19th March
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.

STEAMBOAT CO.

W. F, PHILLIPS & CO.,Wholesale Agts.

NB,

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool. The vessels are Cly de
buiit, full powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
m&t

SOAP.

■ Asthma, Catarrh,

TREATMENT.

The steamers of this Line will
run

HOW TO GET A TICKET.

white and beautiful

The half has not been told as to the great curative powers of the Cuticura Remedies. 1 have paid
hundreus of dollars for medicines to oure diseases of
the blood and skin, aDd never found anything yet to

NEWS.

11AsWHIa'.TSlid

lO Gold Lace Pins.
And Three Hundred other

at reduced rates.
Cook’* Excursionist, with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SOS, Ztil Broadway, N. Y.
1)7 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
C. A. BAKATTONI, Manager.
febdeodlm

routes

DOMINION LINE.

lid Pairs Gold Bracelets.

50 .Silver Watches.
25 $20 Gold Pieces.

steamers.
plicatlon. Passage tickets bv all
Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all

The javonte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INI>LA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
gy Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. IS. COYliE, Jr., ticaeral Agent.
dtf

AATES OF

GREAT BLOOD MEDICINES.

miniattre almanac.april 22.
Sun ria*s.5.04 j High water, (PM).. 2.49
11.66
Sun sets.6.52 ! Moon sets.

main for

IO Gold Pieces*
$5 Gold Pieces.
50 Tea and Dinner Wets, 56 Pieces.
5 Velocipede*.
5 Sewing machines.
‘<£50 Japanese Tea Sets,7 pieces.
50 mantel Clocks.
3 Sealskin Sacques.
25 Plated Ice Pitchers.
5 Refrigerators,

50

ftOO

30 Gold Watches.

dies.

22
22
22
20
22
25

FESTIVAL

OK AND PRESENTATION

a

1
5 $IOO Bonds.
2 Brand Pianos.
2 Diamond Bracelets.
5 Pairs Diamond Barrings.
IO Diamond Finger Rings.

Will McDonald, 2642 Dearborn St., Chicago
gratefully acknowledges a cure of Salt Rheum on
head, neck, face arms and legs for seventeen years;
not able to walk except on hands and knees for one
tried
year: not able to help himself for eight years;
hundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his case
Reme
the
Cuticura
hopeless; permanently cured by

FOB

Steamer Raleigh, (593) Littlefield, Boston,
for West Indies. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John,
via Eastport for Boston.

have

to

going

Brick Ilou*e and Bot, 25x100, in the
city of New York.
$1000 4 per cent. U. S. Bond.
Team Itoad Horses.
$500 V. H. Bonds.
Pony and Village Cart.

I

SALT RHEUM.

l*AI’»(«KSTKAIII!HIP».

MAI

gratitude of a sensitive

thankful

nally. Her skin
as a baby’s.”

Association of Maine.
[Burial by the order on Sunday, April 23, at 1
o’clock P M.
In Kennebunkport. April 21, Mary Ann, wife of
George Hall, aged 72 years 7 months. Mrs. Frances P.. widow of Israel P. Stone, aged 57 years.
In Worcester, Mass., April 17, Calvin C., aged 4
months, infant son of George and Mellie W. Agry.

—

are

to use.

June 20, 1882, at which We will give away the following

I

*nd (Srocers.

her, “can afford you pleasure, you
She
have that of my daughter to its fullest extent.
was our hope and pride, crushed to earth with a discomhas
been
which
skin
humor,
figured scrofulous
sufpletely cured, after endless doctoring and great
Cutcura
fering, both in mind and body, by the
Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) extera

York..Havana.Apl
Apl
Santiago.New York..St Jago

fobl8d&wly

We

FARE $1.00.

Every Family and Household

VALUABLE PRESENTS:

A THANKFUL MOTHER.

DEATHS

.New

Powder Co.

Royai, Bakixo

As an Inducement for

claimed for it, For sale by all Druggists

What I tell you is the truth, told for no other
the Cuticura
purpose but to testify to the merits of
Remedies. Mr. Freuerick Yeaton, of this town, has
been troubled for years with a Fever Sore on one of
his legs. Last fall and all winter he could hardly
walk a step. I induced him to take your Remedies.
He has taken about four buttles Cuticura Resolvent
(blood purifier) and used the Cuticura and Cuticura
Soap externally. His leg to-day is almost well, and
he walks with ease It was a sight to behold—black,
and swollen very badly. I wish you could see his
leg to-day. The change would astonish you.
CHaS. H. TRIPP, Alfred, Me.

The

Niagara.

phosphate powders.

or

Sold only in cans.
Jfew York.

Insured for it the

FEVER SORE.

>

m.

Italy.New York..Liverpool....Apl
Bolevia .New York..Glasgow.Apl
City of Rome.New York. .Liverpool—Apl
Apl
Republic.New York..Liverpool

petition

alum

section of

PYAEMIA

SAXPSOS, Ageal,

ae311m t.ong Wharf, Bsena

Js teamens!

OTHERS!

OF_ALL

trial of over 80 years duration in every

Preaching at 2% p. rfl. in the vestry of the
new church; Sunday
School immediately after.
Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. All are cordially infree.
vited. Seats
West End M. E. Church. Rev. Parker Jaques
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. in. Sunday School
immediately after.
Prayer meeting on Sunday
eveuing at 7.30; on Tuesday evening at 7.45. Class
meeting on Friday eveuing.
Young Men’s Christian Association, Con*
Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7%

FBOM

Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in comwith the multitude of low test, short weight,

other alcoholic

Woodford’s, M. E. Church; E. S. Stackpole pas-

MILIIHU

AHEAD

—

11.45.

p.

POWDER
Absolutely

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

tor.

From IiCBg 'Wharf. Boston, 3 p
From Pino S.reet Wharf
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B.B., and Soath
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
«'•«»»*»• liitjlit Dollars. Hound Trip SIS,
Meals and Boo 3 included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
ra.

Cook's (Srnml Excursion* leave New York,
1st, 1882. Full
April 27tb, June 8th, and July sent
free on spparticulars in special Pamphlet,
Atlantic

as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

&

Wharfa&re.

Mo

EUROPE !

son, Gibraltar.
Ar at Hillsboro,

3 o’clock.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

e. H.

STEAMERS.

for Matanzas

and North of Hatteras; Stockton, for New York.
At Matanzas 16th, barques S R Lyman, and Eva
H| Fisk, Newell, for North of Hatteras: Syra, for
Boston; Minnie Hunter, for New York; Belle Wooster. for Philadelphia: J S Winslow, and S G Hart,
disg; brigs Clytie, Dow, Ernestine, and Jennie
Phinney, for North of Hatteras; Addie Hale, for
Philadelphia: Clara M Goodrich, for Baltimore;
Teneriffe, and Edward H Williams, for New York;
Arcot, and F I Henderson, for North of Hatteras;
Eagle Rock. John Bird, May McFarland, L A Orr,
Canton, and Goo K Hatch, for do; Geo Walker, do;
Seth M Todd, difg.
Sid fm Cardenas 13tb, sch Laura, Lamson, North

Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m»
3 and 7 p. m.
Morning subfect:—“The Burning
Bush.”
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Easter service at 10Ya a. m; Sermon by
the pastor.
Young People’s meeting Thursday
evening at 7 Ya o’clock.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
A. Hayden pastor—Service at 11 a. m.
Congregational

Kingston, Jam,

Direct Steamship Line.

Saturday.

B.‘A5 a. m.—For all stations, through to Darlington, JSwanton, Montreal and Ogdensburg.
1.43 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.
AHKIVING AT POKTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.-From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
fi.00 p. m.-From Burlington and K wan ton.
J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
deeSdtt
Portland. Dee. 3. 1881.

to load

weakness, biliousness, indigestion, constipation, and other diseases of a kindred nature,
Price 51.00, trial
three bitters are invaluable.

now

Mobile.
Ar at

Arrived.

Is to be found in Burdock Blood Bitters.
As an antidote for sick headache, female

as

FOREIGN PORTS,
At Bombay 18th, barque Cbasca, Washburn, for
Liverpool.
Sid fm Ymttiden 3d inst, barque Lorinda Borstell,
Borstell, Swansea.
Ar at Havre April 6, ship Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, San Francisco.
Sid fm Pauillac 4th inst, barque Formosa, Pierce,

PHILADELPHIA

LEAVING POKTLAND

Philadelphia.

Below, schs Telumah, Pacific, Paragon, Harry
Percy, Nellie E Gray, James Henry, H Prescott,
War Eagle and Lugano.
Sid 14tli, Dolphin, Chadwick, Calais.

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor. Preaching
at IOV2 and 3 o’clock. Sunday School at 1% P- m.
Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday and
Friday evenings. Allare welcome.

_

A'Renovating Remedy

Miss Sawyer’s Salve
the world. 25 cents.

don.

a.

Street

Until farther notice passenger trains
will rnn as follows:

Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH— Ar 19th, schs Spartan, Hodg

Rev. W. R. Alger, PasPark St. Church.
tor. Rev. Wm. P. Tilden, of Boston, Mass., will
occupy the pulpit at this church tomorrow morning
and evening.
Preble Chapel. Sunday, April 23rd. Sunday
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3. p. m. TemperFree to all.
ance meeting at 7 V2.

State

—AJTD—

Chadwick,

m. and 7 p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rez. D. W. LeLacheur,
pa9tcr; Preaching at 10V2^a. m. by Rev. A.
McKeown, D. D. Sabbath School at IV2 p. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m., by Rev. C. J. Clark, P. E.
Prayer meeting 6 and 7.

Sarah Bernhardt is married at last. Well,
every man has a skeleton in his closet.—Boston
Conner.

has become

Ar 20th, schs Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth;
Ned Walker, Calais.
Sid 20th, schs F Nelson, Hart, St Goorge; Carrie
S Hart, Davis, Philadelphia.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 19th, sch Gamecock, RobinCalais.
FALL RIVER—Sid 19tb, sebs W P Ritchie, Bunker, New York; Oregon, do.
SOMERSET—Sid 18th, sch Ellen Morrison, Hart,
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 19th, sens Lucy
Ames. Bishop, and Aliegbanla, Gross, Rockland for
New York: s S Kendall, Kendall, Bluebill for do;
Hannah Blackman, Burdick. Frankfort; Hiram,
Boyd, tm Calais for Bridgeport; Alaska, Hamilton,
Portland for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, sch R L Tay, Brown, from
Calais for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, schs Ada F Whitney, Bartlett, Port Reyal for Boston; Acara, from
Weehawken for do; Minnesota, Wiscasset for New
York; Eri, Mach'as for New Bedford.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, schs Sarah & Ellen, York,
Cardenas; A F Crockett, Thorndike, Baltimore;
v\ alter Franklin. Ma’.iock,
More. Dobbin, Calais;
and Frank Barker, Smith, Eastport; Presto, Libby,
M achias
Below, schs S P Hitchcock. A W Fisk.
Cld 26th, brigs Ellen M Mitchell, Small. Machias;
Bessie C Beach, Crosby, Belfast, Me; Katie J Hoyt,
Bearse. Kennebec.
Sid 26th, brigs T Remick, Sea Breeze, Ellen M
Mitchell, and H C Sibley; sch B L Eaton.
Ar 21st, sch Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, Baltimore.
Cld 21st, schs Maggie d
Norris, Kennebec; Katie \ J Hoyt, Bearse, Kennebec; Mariel,
Anderson. Portland.
DANYERSPORT—Ar 17th, sch Pearl, Robinson,

Free Street Baptist Church—Rev. Jas. Me
Whinnie, pastor. Morning Service at IOV2 a. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m. Evening service (preaching) at 7 p» m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3.
Social meeting at 7.30 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesevening at 7.46 p. m.; young people’s meeting
Friday evening 7.45.

12

The fit. Louis grocers talk of starting a black
list for protection against bad customers. They
have laid over a resolution providing that no
grocer shall sell any but pure butter.—Louis-

ex-journalist

bridge, NJ.

Webster, Mass.

ma-

Elm street.

An

schs Bessie E Dickinson, Dickinson, fm
Wilmington; J M Haskell. Richmond, Me.
PHIliADELPHIA—Ar 19th, barque Franc Lambrith, West, Cienluegos; Jennie Cobb, Small, Sagua;
sobs Eddie Huck, Bartlett, Darien; J M Flanigan,
Simpson. Kennebec.
Cld 19th, brig Cascatelle, Perry, Bath; sch C J
Willard, Wallace, Portlank.
WILMINGTON, DEL -Ar 19th, sch Lucie Porter,
Grindle, Doboy, Ga.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, schs Nellie Grant, Jordan
St Augustine; Austin D Knght, Adsms, Brunswick;
Maggie Mulvey, Hart, Norfolk; Magnet. Fletcher,
St John. NB; Olive, Frye, and Eliza B Coffin, Cole,
do; Willie Martin, Willard, Portland; Maggie Ellen.
Littletobn, Kennebec; America, Truworlby, from
Rocklaud.
Cld 20th, brigt George Burnham, Staples, Manzanilla; Emma, Richardson, Havana.
Sid 20th, barque Alice, for Matanzas; brig II T
Wing, for Havana; Screamer, for Brunswick.
NEW ILA YEN—Sid 18th, sch St Croix, Haskell,
Mayagnez.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 10th, schs Waterloo, Gray,
and Elouise, Gray, Machias.
NEW LONDON—Ar 19th, sch M K Rawley. Rawley, Brunswick.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, schs Stephen G Hart,
Torrey, Brunswick; Island Belle, Robinson, Wood-

STEAMERS.

CHANGE OF TIME.
Oa and after monday, December 3th, 1881,

York.
Ar 20th,

street, Deering.
In Brownfield, April 20, Henry Whitney, aged 67
years, a member of Pequaket Lodge, No 4b. I. O.
of O. F., and of the Odd Fellows Mutual Relief

Wit and Wisdom.

or

at

!

RAILROADS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

DARIEN—Ar 19th, schs Edw Johnson, McDonald, New York; Annie Whiting do.
SAVANNAH—Sid 20th, sch Smma F Hart, Davis,
Brunswick.
CHARLESTON—Ar Uth, sch Palos, Eldridge,
New York.
Ar 19th, sch E A DeHart, Hodgdon, Kingston, Ja;
S S Bickmore, Belfast.
Cld 30th, sch Isaac Rich, for Weymouth.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 17th, schs Danl Piersou,
Sumner, Baltimore; D B Everett, McLain, Rockland; Mary E Van Cleaf, Thorndike, New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, barque Henry L Gregg,
Dver, Havana; sch Geo V Jordan, Duncan, New

Sunday Services.

tude. Pain in

the Back, Dimness
5f Vision, Premature
Did Age. and many<

ithcrDiseancs that
,ead to Insanity or
and a
Premature Grave.

BEFORE TAKIRB. Consumption

AFTER TAKII8.

jy’HB particulars tn our pamphlet, which we dew* to
Bend free by mail to evenr one. BB*“The Specific Medicine «
sold by all druggists at fil per pueka*c, or six packages for %&
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

addressing

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Portland, by IVetL A. Tumrr, 221
*!r Atone, cor. Congress and Green St*
1 yr

B3f*Sold in

and

Concrete St.

A Herald of Health.
A Herald of Health.
A Herald of Health.
die of Catarrh, Asthma, Consumption*
Heart Disease, Kidney or Womb Affections,
Cancers, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Epileptic Fits,
Scrofula, Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
of Manhood, or sutler from Deafness. Blindness,
Discharges from the Ears,or any other ehronio blood
of

WHY

disease, when you may learn the means
by sending 8 cent stamp for copy of above,
containing valuable advice on Diseases, Prevention,
Treatment and Cure
Address the Agent, 1. v.
Holmes, P. O. Boat, 1508, Boston, Mass,
eoddm
16
up

or nerve
self cure

Notice.
that I havo this

day

givgiven,
F. O. Wellcome, his time during
NOTICEmy hereby
1 shall claim
the remainder of his
is

en

son.

minority.
bills of

none

bis contracting
ISAAC C. W KL1.COM E.
apl7dlw*
17,1882.
Yarmouth, April

of his

earnings,
after this date.

nor

pay any

